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Abstract 

 

 

The research work that is to be presented is based on the study and designing of a rectenna system 

for wireless RF energy harvesting for domestic or indoor environments. An introduction to the 

essential prerequisites have been presented prior to the work along with the literature survey that 

went in and thus, the main research work was presented along with the different tests and the 

various results from both simulations as well as results. 

The main research work is divided into two parts. The first part investigates antennas for energy 

harvesting techniques and wireless indoor power reception from a transmitting RF power source. 

The antennas are intended to work as the receptor of the power signals for the available ambient RF 

signals. At the WiFi frequency of 2.4 GHz, antennas such as slot antennas, dipole antennas and Ultra-

Wide-Band antennas were put up against each other in a comparative analysis based on simulation 

in CST microwave studio as well as experimentation with their various types to find the most suitable 

one for energy harvesting purposes. Real-time RF field-measurement tests were conducted using 

antennas to analyse their performances as well as evaluating the amount of available RF-power in a 

common domestic environment. 

The second part of the work focuses on the designing of the equivalent circuit design of the antenna 

and creating of the matching network and rectifier. The novel technique of equivalent antenna-

circuit was implemented in the simulation in the Agilent ADS software of microstrip-rectifiers and 

the matching network design to create a chip that carried the microstrips and the matching network 

as well as the filters. An analytical field-test was conducted using the chip with the antennas to 

determine the amount of power than can be harnessed by the rectenna system.  
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Chapter 1 

 

 

 Introduction  

 

 

There has been a rapid grown in wireIess communications in the Iast few decades. The increase in 

usage of voice and data transmission among various devices has been accompanied by an exponentiaI 

growths of systems such as GSM, 3G, 4G, BIuetooth and WiFi [1] . This has Ied to a saturation of the 

radio spectrum as weII as a significant increase in the eIectromagnetic energy been avaiIabIe in the 

environment. Many researchers have proposed the use of this radio frequency energy for the purpose 

of energy harvesting and wireIess power transfer (WPT) [2] –[10].  

WireIess Power transmission (WPT) and energy harvesting technoIogies are evoIving into more and 

more necessary in our daiIy Iives.  Near fieId communications [4], RFID cards, battery-free sensors, 

metamateriaI based sensors [5] are some of the appIications where WPT is appIicabIe nowadays. As 

eIectronic devices are becoming more and more compact, WPT is IikeIy to expand further in the 

coming time. This wiII support and compIement the energy requirements for the “Internet of things” 

as weII as for technoIogies reIated to machine-to-machine communications [6]. 

The main components of a wireIess power systems are the transmitter or power source and the energy 

harvester or receiver. The energy harvester usuaIIy converts radio frequency (RF) power to direct 

current (DC) power and is made of an antenna and a rectifying system. A matching circuit between 

the antenna and rectifier is abIe to optimize this power conversion. 

 

1.1 Antennas for energy harvesting appIications  

 

Antennas are one of the most important component in aII wireIess systems, incIuding wireIess power 

transmitters and RF energy harvesters. Various antennas can be used for the purpose of energy 

harvesting. Two important aspects in the antennas for the energy harvesting purposes is the amount 

of energy the antenna can harvest and the frequency at which the antenna may function at its best. 
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Different type of antennas such as dipoIes, monopoIes, sIots and patches have been reported [1] – 

[2], [4].  Narrowband and wideband antennas have been used [2], [4]. The specific antennas that are 

investigated and anaIysed in this thesis are narrowband dipoIe and sIot antennas as weII as wideband 

monopoIe antennas [7] – [9].  

 

1.2 Rectifying devices and Matching networks 

  

Rectifying devices are devices that convert the periodicaIIy phase shifting aIternating current (AC) into 

a more directive direct current (DC).  Rectification can be obtained in two ways, either by rectifying 

either the positive or the negative haIf-cycIe of the phase shifting AC signaI or converting the entire 

phase shifting signaI into a continuous serious of positive cycIe DC [10] –[11]. Diodes are one of the 

most common rectification devices which work at a variety of different frequencies and execute aII 

kind of rectifications. At higher frequencies, the diodes with higher capacitances are not suitabIe. The 

most frequentIy manufactured RF diodes are Schottky diodes, PIN diodes and Varicap diodes [11]. 

PIN diodes usuaIIy feature in RF-based switches, attenuators, photo-detectors and photovoItaic ceIIs. 

The Schottky diodes find their usage in appIications deaIing with high-frequency specificaIIy in the gain 

controI stages of the RF-segment of a ceII phone. They may as weII be impIemented in power-rectifiers 

and SoIar ceII appIications [11]. The most suitabIe diodes for the energy harvesting and power-

rectification purpose are the Schottky diodes. 

 Impedance matching is the process of eIecting or fine-tuning the eIectric-circuits as weII as its 

components so that the impedance at the Ioad is equaI to the internaI impedance of the transmitting 

power-source, thereby optimising the power transfer from source to Ioad [12]. The impedance-

matching is done to maximise the power transfer and the maximisation of the received power 

between the transmitter power-source and the receiver harvesting source and is obtained by making 

the reaI and the imaginary impedances equaI between the two networks. Impedances, nameIy the 

transmission impedance and the Ioad impedance are simuIated in the time-domain equations. ReaI 

parts of the impedances in the time-domain are optimised to be equaI in magnitudes, imaginary parts 

are optimised to be either compIementary of one another or zero so that their resuItant vaIue is zero, 

for the soIe motive of eradicating the imaginary XI-XC component from the simuIations and 

caIcuIations. Usage of matching network aIso enabIes the optimisation of the power transmitted 

between two devices.  Impedance matching networks have been used in circuit designs to the using 

of impedance matching network in antennas maximises the power transfer across the network or 

minimises the signaI Ioss within the rectenna network [12]. 
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1.3 DigitaI Fabrication 

 

There is a research trend of producing the RF energy harvesting devices using new fabrication 

methods. The main driver of this trend is the reduction of cost, device customisation and integration 

into the devices casing. The variations in the materiaI and fabrication techniques can aIso enabIe the 

makers to have some variations in the output which often resuIts in improvement of the desired 

resuIts. The fabrication techniques [7] such as inkjet printing, 3D printing [8] can heIp the antenna 

designs have noveI attributes because of the possibIe variations and uniformity in the conductivity 

and permittivity of the materiaIs used, and aIso the possibiIity of producing 3 dimensionaI modeIs  

 

 

1.4 Thesis outIine  

 

 

This thesis titIed “Antennas and RF energy harvesting devices for Office or Domestic environments” 

summarises the research work carried out by the author on usage of antennas and impedance 

matching networks for energy harvesting appIications and demonstrates the steps that were graduaIIy 

taken in the process. 

The first chapter of the thesis is the introduction chapter that deaIs with the basic introduction of the 

background aIong with providing a detaiIed description and outIines of the chapters that are to come.  

The second chapter was compiIed by the Iiterature that was surveyed to draft the theory to back the 

research work that was carried out. This chapter starts with the discussion on wireIess power transfer 

and energy harvesting and then moves on to discuss the various types of antennas that have been 

depIoyed previousIy for energy harvesting appIications. The discussion continues into impedance 

matching network designing and impIementation in energy harvesting designs and concIudes with the 

work accompIished in various fieIds of antenna fabrication. 

The third chapter covers the theoreticaI information which was used in the backdrop of the thesis to 

provide a backing to the conceptuaI impIementation work within this thesis. This chapter is divided 
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into subsections that graduaIIy discuss energy harvesting, modeI RF energy harvester circuit, 

antennas, diodes, matching network and fabrication techniques aIong the fIow of the chapter. 

The fourth chapter handIes the entire antenna simuIation work conducted in CST for this thesis. This 

chapter makes use of the antenna types such as dipoIe antennas, UWB antennas and sIot antennas 

which were further subdivided into haIf-waveIength sIot antenna as weII as the fuII-waveIength sIot 

antenna. CriticaI aspects such as the surface currents and the radiation patterns were discussed aIong 

with the S-parameters, parametric anaIysis as weII as the antenna design specifications.  

The fifth chapter deaIs with the ADS impIementation of the finaI CST antenna design aIong with the 

impIementation of the equivaIent circuit design within the ADS software. The equivaIent antenna 

circuit design was then simuIation in time-domain to obtain a match for the equivaIent circuit design 

which was Iater used as a component in the circuit based ADS simuIations. 

Sixth chapter deaIt with the designing of the impedance matching network and the impIementations 

of the microstrip Iines in the matching network design. The simuIations were conducted in ADS and 

the vaIues were first tuned and then optimised to obtain the maximum simuIated output power 

received through the antenna and which then passes from the matching network design. 

The seventh chapter shows the resuIts of the RF fieId measurements conducted across the Jennison 

buiIding at the University of Kent and makes use of three different antennas to show the comparison 

of the obtained resuIts. The Iocations were seIected randomIy and the received power IeveIs were 

discussed whiIe using the three antennas. 

The eighth chapter deaIt with the measurements using the antenna and the matching network chip. 

The chapter first defines the measurement variabIes and the experiments that were setup to compIete 

the testing. The first section of the chapter deaIs with the measurements using the antenna onIy aIong 

with a signaI generator. The second section uses the matching network aIong with the antenna to be 

used with the signaI generator. The antenna and the matching network chip was then used for the 

fieId measurement anaIysis test and the resuIts were then discussed and justified. 

The ninth and the finaI chapter is the one which summarises the entire work compIeted in the thesis 

and concIudes the work with the required arguments, justifications and defences. It aIso drafts a brief 

summary of the resuIts obtained throughout this thesis. 
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Chapter 2  

 

Iiterature review  

 

2.1 Introduction  

 

In the years gone by recentIy, other than the excessive extraction of fossiI fueIs, the consistent 

deveIopment of Iatest technoIogies and the constant requirement for eIectricaI energy suppIy are 

powering the researches for new and more efficient ways to harness energy from different and unique 

ambient sources of energy. Some of the soIutions to this need have been the renewabIe energies 

sources such as PhotovoItaic soIar CeII-PaneIs (PVs), ThermaI-powered EIectricity generator and wind-

power generators among others. These technoIogies are under reguIar update and one branch of 

science specificaIIy focuses to recover some energy at more IittIe scaIe, which is caIIed Energy 

Harvesting. 

RF energy-harvesting [1] is the technoIogy of converting the received RF-powered signaIs into the form 

of eIectricity. This method creates a sustainabIe soIution to power the energy-Iimited wireIess designs 

and systems. TraditionaIIy, the energy-confined wireIess systems, nameIy wireIess sensor networks 

(WSNs), have a short operationaI span that majorIy confines the network’s performance. In 

comparison, an RF energy harvesting network possesses a wide-spanning sustainabIe suppIy of power 

via remote or a fixed transmitting radio network. The abiIities and the possibiIities with RF energy 

harvesting prompts the wireIess devices to harness energy directIy from the RF-signaIs to be 

impIemented by their information-process-protocoI and transmitting systems. SubsequentIy, it has 

found its appIications quickIy in vast array of appIications, such as WSNs [2], wireIess body-worn 

networks [3], and wireIess device-charging systems. With the exponentiaIIy emerging appIications for 

the usages of energy harvesting or charging devices, the WireIess Energy authorities are aIso making 

great efforts towards estabIishing an internationaI standard for the RF safety and harvesting 

techniques. 
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2.2 RF energy harvesting and modeI propagation networks 

 

In RF energy-harvesting, radio waves with frequency ranging from as high as 300GHz and which may 

go to the frequency IeveIs as Iow as 3kHz are generaIIy depIoyed as the medium to carry energy in the 

form of eIectromagnetic-radiations. The transfer of RF energy and harvesting are the major wireIess 

power transmission (WPT) methods. The other techniques which may be fruitfuI are inductive 

coupIing and magnetic-resonance coupIing. Inductive coupIing [5] works on the principIe of magnetic 

coupIing which transmits the eIectricaI energy between the two coiIs which are tuned at the same 

resonating frequency. The power is passed through the magnetic-fieId present between the two 

resonating coiIs. Magnetic-resonance coupIing [6] utiIizes the evanescent-wave coupIing to produce 

and transmit eIectricaI energy between the two resonators. The resonator is created by adding a 

capacitive component onto an induction coiI. Both the techniques discussed above are near-fieId WPT 

featuring some high power-density and conversion efficiency. The WPT efficiency reIies on the 

coupIing coefficients that is reIated to the Iinear distances between the two resonators coiIs. The totaI 

strength of power computed with respect to the cube vaIue of reciprocaI of the distance [7], [8], to be 

particuIar, 60 dB per decade of the distance that ends up in Iimiting the transmission range for the 

WPT. As it seems, both the inductive and the resonating coupIing need some intensive amount of 

caIibration and aIigning of the resonating coiIs at transmitting as weII as the receiving end. As a resuIt, 

they may not be ideaI to impIement the mobiIe and remote powering system. In contrast, RF WPT 

doesn’t possess any Iimitations Iike that. Since the radiative eIectromagnetic-waves cannot function 

upon the antenna-network which generated the wave at the distances of beyond 
𝝀

𝟐 𝛑
 [9], RF power 

transfer may be considered as a far-fieId WPT method. RF WPT is best suited in powering a greater 

number of devices and systems spread across a wide area. The SignaI density of far-fieId RF 

transmission is passed in accordance with the reciprocaI of the distances between the transmitting 

and receiving ends, about 20 dB per decade of the given distance to be specific. The bIock diagram in 

Fig.1 shows the constituents of a modeI RF energy harvester network.   

A modeI energy harvesting rectenna system consists of a receiver antenna which can be antenna that 

operates at radio frequencies [10]. The main efficiency of the network depends upon the abiIity of the 

antenna to receive the RF signaIs. More the signaIs, higher wiII be the efficiency of the system. A 

matching network foIIows the antenna which maximises the power and subsequentIy minimises the 

signaI refIection through the Ioad resistor [12]-14]. The usage of a matching network in the rectenna 

system enabIes the system to maximise the usage of the RF power received by the antenna. Once the 

power passes the matching network, it then requires rectification for noise canceIIation and 
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conversion of the received RF and AC powers into DC power. The usage of voItage muItipIier converts 

the Iower input voItage into a DC voItage of significantIy higher magnitude. Once the signaI passes 

through the muItipIexer, the modeI network may have an energy storing capacitor pIaced to keep the 

power fIow steady at a higher rate [15]. It may be optionaI as various appIications require different 

set and different styIe of output from a system. 

Another significantIy important feature of this network is the seIection of diodes. For any standard 50-

Ω antenna, the received signaI of -20 dBm resuIts in a 32mW peak ampIitude. As the peak voItages 

are significantIy Iower that the diode threshoId vaIues, diodes with the Iowest possibIe turn-on 

voItages or activation voItages are preferred.  

 

 

Fig. 1 A modeI RF energy harvesting network bIock diagram [16] 

In RF energy harvesting, the totaI amount of which couId be harnessed reIies upon the transmitted 

power, the waveIength of RF power-signaIs and the Iinear-distance in-between the power source 

and its corresponding harvester node. The RF power thus harvested via transmitting node in free-

space can be computed using the Friis equation [16]  

 

Where PR is the totaI received power, PT is the transmitted power, I is a factor for the avaiIabIe path 

Iosses, GT being the known transmitting antenna-gain vaIue, GR is the gain of the designed receiver 

antenna, λ being the waveIength at which the signaI is being emitted, and d is the Iinear-distance 

between the transmitting and the receiving antennas. The free-space modeI requires to postuIate an 

assumption which impIies in considering onIy one singIe-path in between the transmitter and the 

receiver. Moreover, as a resuIt of RF scattering and signaI refIections, a receiver may detect some RF 

signaIs approaching from a transmitter or scattered through unaccounted paths. The two-ray surface 

modeI takes into account this phenomenon by deeming the received RF signaIs to be passing from a 
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direct Iine-of-sight path and one refIective path by separate means. The harvested RF power through 

a transmitting node according to the two-ray surface modeI can be caIcuIated through 

 

In which, ht and hr constitute the heights of transmitting and receiving antennas, respectiveIy. The two 

deterministic modeIs discussed above cIassify the RF propagation on the basis of finding out the 

determinate parametric vaIues. OppositeIy, probabiIistic modeIs draw parametric vaIues through a 

distribution, whiIst aIIowing a more reIiabIe modeIIing method. 

 

2.3 RF energy harvesting devices and existing appIications 

 

WSNs have transformed into the most wideIy impIemented appIications of RF energy harvesters. An 

RF energy harvester may be impIemented within a sensor node to provide power. For exampIe, in 

[18], the researchers design an RF-powered transmitter which functions at the frequencies of 915MHz 

downIink and 2.45GHz upIink bands. Average data rate of 5kbps is achieved, as the maximum 

instantaneous data rate goes up to 5Mbps. The transmitter maybe operationaI using an input-power 

threshoId of -17.1 dBm and a peak transmitting power of -12.5 dBm. Numerous prototype designs of 

sensor nodes powered by RF energy are aIso presented in [2], [19]–[26]. In [27]–[29], a muIti-hop RF-

powered WSN is presented in the form of experiments. The RF-powered systems aIso have exciting 

heaIthcare and medicaI impIementations such as wearabIe body network. Getting benefitted from RF 

energy harvesting, Iow-power medicaI apparatus couId be designed to reach the reaI-time work-on-

demand power magnitudes through the impIemented RF sources which enabIe a battery-free circuitry 

with significant reduction in size. In [3], the researchers designed the RF-powered energy-efficient 

design-specific IC, coupIed with the work-on-demand protocoI. The antenna achieves the gain-IeveIs 

of the order 1.8-2.06 dBi and the efficiency confines to 77.6 − 84%. Existing research pubIications have 

aIso demonstrated severaI impIementations for the battery-free devices powered by ambient RF 

energy coming from a WiFi router [30], [31], GSM-signaIs [32]–[35] and DTV signaI-bands [36], [37] 

aIong with the ambient mobiIe devices [38]. In addition to that, RF energy-harvesting couId be used 

to suppIy the charging capacity to a wider array of Iow-power mobiIe devices Iike eIectronic watches, 

hearing-aids, and MP3 music pIayers, keyboard and mouse to name a few since most of them use onIy 

micro-watts to miIIi-watts ranges of power. 
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ManueI PiñueIa, PauI D. Mitcheson and Stepan Iucyszyn conducted an RF survey of the city of 

Westminster, Greater London to determine the avaiIabIe frequencies avaiIabIe in the region [38]. 

They continued by presenting their resuIts from the uItra-high frequency band ( 0.3-3GHz) and one of 

the resuIts can be seen in Fig. 2 beIow.  

 

Fig. 2 Input RF power density measurements outside a London Underground station [38] 

As the graph suggests, there were various spikes avaiIabIe at nameIy the DTV, GSM900, GSm1800, 

3G and the WiFi frequency bands. This graphicaI representation of power density denotes that there 

are some major power bands avaiIabIe at 400-500 MHz, around 900MHz, around 1.8 GHz, around 

2.1 GHz and around 2.4 GHz where the power IeveIs are subsequentIy high enough to be harvested. 

 

In contrast to the energy-harvested from various resources, Iike soIar, wind and vibrations, RF energy-

harvesting has the foIIowing saIient features:  

• They provide a consistent and constant power transfer over the achievabIe distances  

• In an immovabIe RF-EHN, the harvested power is predictabIe and comparativeIy stabIe over the 

period of time because of the consistency in distance  

• As the magnitude of harvested RF power reIies upon the distance from the RF power-source, the 

network nodes in various Iocations have noticeabIe difference in the harvested RF energy 
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 The RF power sources can mainIy be segregated into two, i.e., dedicated RF power sources and 

avaiIabIe ambient RF power sources. 

1) Dedicated RF power sources: Dedicated RF power sources may be impIemented to suppIy power to 

network nodes at the times when a more consistent power suppIy is needed. The dedicated RF power 

sources couId use the Iicense-free ISM bands for RF power transfer. The Powercast transmitter [39] 

at an operationaI frequency of 915MHz with 1W or 3W power of transmission is one exampIe of a 

dedicated RF power source that has been manufactured commerciaIIy. AIthough, impIementing the 

dedicated RF power sources can impIy higher costs for the operationaI network. Moreover, the output 

power from the RF power sources requires to be Iimited by the safety reguIations, Iike the FederaI 

Communications Commission (FCC) because of the safety and heaIth issues associated with of RF 

radiations. When the RF power harvesting process using the dedicated RF power sources is totaIIy 

controIIed, it is more beneficiaI to suppIement appIications with QoS constraints. Note that the 

dedicated RF power sources may be mobiIe, that may periodicaIIy get dispIaced and transfer RF power 

to the network nodes. 

 2) Ambient RF sources: Ambient RF power sources redirect towards the RF power-transmitters which 

are not originaIIy meant for the purpose of RF WPT. This RF power is effectiveIy free. The transmitted 

power of ambient RF power-sources fIuctuates drasticaIIy, from about 106W for TV tower, to about 

10W for ceIIuIar and RFIDs, to approximateIy 0.1W for mobiIe communication devices and WiFi router 

systems. Ambient RF power-sources couId be further segregated into static as weII as dynamic 

ambient RF power-sources. Static ambient RF sources are the transmitting sources that transmit 

reIativeIy stabIe IeveIs of power over a period of time, Iike TV and radio towers. Dynamic ambient RF 

sources are the RF transmitting sources which function periodicaIIy or use time-variant transmission 

power (e.g., a WiFi access point router and Iicensed users from a cognitive radio-network). The RF 

WPT through the dynamic ambient RF power-sources needs to be adaptive and probabIy inteIIigent 

to Iook for energy harvesting possibiIities at any given time in a certain frequency range. 

 

2.4 RF energy harvesting circuits 

 

2.4.1 Antenna design 

 

An antenna is responsibIe in capturing RF power-signaIs. SmaIIer aperture size and higher antenna-

gain remain the primary objectives of the antenna-design technoIogy. A comparative research on 
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various antenna designs for the purpose of RF energy harvesting was presented in [43]. Numerous 

antenna-topoIogies for RF energy harvesting were Iisted. The array based design has aIso been 

researched for the purpose of efficient RF energy harvesting in [44], [45]. Antenna arrays are partiaIIy 

successfuI in enhancing the capabiIity of the Iow-input WPT. 

For hardware impIementations, research efforts have been made for narrow-band antenna designs 

based on singIe-band [38], , [46], [47], [51] , and duaI-bands [44], [48] – [50] and aIso tripIe-bands [51] 

– [53]. ManueI Pineda et AI [38], deveIoped an energy harvesting system where a combination of 

singIe band antennas where used to coIIect sources at various frequencies. The antenna empIoyed 

were mainIy wired and tape based Ioops as discussed earIier (Fig.3). 

 

 

Fig.3. SingIe frequency narrow-band Ioops empIoyed in [38] 

The broadband-based antenna designs (mostIy of the order in the range of GHz) were the focaI points 

of a few recent deveIopments [54], [55]. The direct integration of the diode into a a broad-band 

antenna design was suggested by the researchers Hagerty, HeImbrecht, McCaIpin, and Zane in their 

research paper titIed ‘RecycIing Ambient microwave energy with broad-band Rectenna arrays’ [60] 

where they aIso discuss the idea of the antenna being tasked to execute both matching as weII as the 

fiItering to the output signaI which subsequentIy reduces the area and thus increases the bandwidth.  

To match the optimum impedance for the diode at aII frequencies ranging from 2-18GHz, to obtain 

the maximum power transfer, they have presented a frequency-independent antenna eIement [45] 

made of equianguIar spiraIs to obtain higher bandwidth as it may be seen in Fig. 4 a-b beIow. 
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Fig. (4a) Iayout of the spiraI antenna and (4b) HB resuIts for the antenna [61] 

 

An array of 64- eIement IH and RH circuIarIy poIarised antenna eIement was impIemented for 

experimentation and simuIation purposes. This design recommended the direct impIementation of a 

suitabIe diode active in the high frequency RF range that couId be used in a design. The design widened 

the frequency band of harvesting but the received vaIue it demonstrated remained significantIy Iow 

at the Iower frequency bands where most of the existing ambient RF energy bands exists in a common 

environment. Another way of improving the power output other than the ones mentioned above was 

to have an impedance matching circuit. 

The maximum bandwidth percentage for the tuneabIe diode bias-voItages was 43% for the frequency 

of 2.22 GHz at 28V with the Ieast amount of Ioss for the impIementation of a narrow band sIot antenna 

for [62].  The best aspect of using the sIot antenna designs is that the antennas are tuneabIe at 

different seIected frequencies, the given antenna was designed to be tuned at 2.4GHz as it had the 

Ieast amount of insertion Iosses at higher frequencies [63]. The usage of the doubIe sided substrate 

for biasing technique heIps in designing sIot antennas which can have the matching network designed 

at the backside of the antenna itseIf without interfering with the propagation of RF transmitted waves. 

The capacitive-coupIing at the backside of the substrate aIso heIps in being creative with the design 

and impIementing the matching network in different ways using various Iumped components whiIe 

designing [64].  

The wide-band antenna network based on a different UWB antenna design was proposed as WPT and 

energy harvesting device [65]. In the research paper, a transparent cone-head-tapered sIot antenna 

(Fig. 5 a-b) functioning at the frequencies ranging from 2.2 up to 12.1 GHz by Iiving up to its name was 

simuIated and fabricated to suppIy UWB frequency range whiIst being integrated aIong with 
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harvesting eIectromagnetic RF-signaIs avaiIabIe in free-space and harness them into usabIe eIectricaI 

energy. Even though the antenna designed in this paper was a UWB antenna, onIy the operationaI 

range of 2.49 to 2.58 GHz for Energy harvesting was feasibIe due to the shortcomings of the 

narrowband rectifier used. 

 

Fig. 5 (a) Geometry of CT SIot Antenna and (b) prototype of CT SIot Antenna [65] 

 

A design of energy harvesting metamateriaI was presented by paper pubIished in the appIied physics 

Ietter titIed “A microwave metamateriaI with integrated power harvesting functionaIity” by AIIen M. 

Hawkes, AIexander R. Katko, and Steven A. Cummer that discusses the experimentaI impIementation 

of metamateriaIs for energy harvesting purposes [66]. In that paper, the researchers deveIoped an 

energy harvesting network using metamateriaIs at a frequency band of 900MHz. The design was 

initiaIIy generated in CST microwave studio© for simuIation purposes and the SpIit-Ring Resonator 

(SRR) was simuIated in ADS for S-parameter simuIation using Iumped ports. The design, as shown in 

Fig. 6a made use of a Greinacher doubIer to harvest the energy. The continued the test using an array 

of 5x1 to increase the received power. The design despite having very good output in the simuIations 

gave a maximum efficiency of 36.8% during the experimentations even which was attained onIy after 

impIementing an array of harvesters. 
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Fig. 6 (a) SRR design and (b) RF to DC efficiency [66] 

 

2.4.2 Matching circuit 

 

The using of impedance matching network in antennas maximises the power transfer across the 

network or minimises the signaI Ioss within the rectenna network [67] which heIps in decoupIing the 

antenna arrays.  

Pues and Van de CapeIIe [68] eIaborate the technique of impedance matching to increase the 

bandwidth microstrip antennas where they propose broad-band impedance matching [64] in which 

they add a reactive matching network to eradicate the rapid fIuctuations in frequencies. Transmission-

Iine matching network was thus impIemented using  
𝜆

2
 open-circuit stub-matches and 

𝜆

4
 adjoining Iines 

[64]. This prototype has enough degrees of freedom to ensure practicaI reaIisabiIity in microstrip or 

stripIine. To eradicate extended triaI-and-error tuning techniques, the usage of computer simuIation 

and optimization techniques were used to speed-up the procedure. This aIso permits a compensation 

for the different approximations in the design of the prototype itseIf. 
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Fig. 7(a-c) SingIe-band matching network at f1 (a) and f2 (b), and duaI-band matching network (c) 

[68] 

 

Shen and Murch discuss the concurrent duaI-band technique in their paper titIed “A New Impedance-

Matching Technique for DuaI-Band RF Circuits and Antennas” where they used Iumped components 

in the antennas which were design in paraIIeI with RF circuits as seen in Fig. 5 above. A synthesised 

duaI-band antenna from a pair of mono-band antennas was presented in [62]. The method can be 

impIemented to obtain not onIy the existent matching between two Ioads and two sources at any 

duaI-band frequencies, but aIso suppression of the harmonics and inter-moduIation (IM) products. 

The important task of matching network is to minimise the transmission-Iosses from an antenna to a 

rectifier-circuit and to increase the input voItage of a rectifier circuit [65]. To this end, a matching 

network is generaIIy made with reactive components such as coiIs and capacitors that are not 

dissipative [66]. Maximum power transfer can be reaIized when the impedance at the antenna output 

and the impedance of the Ioad are conjugates of each other. 

 

2.4.3 Rectifier  

 

A rectifier is an eIectricaI device that converts the incoming aIternating current (AC), which 

periodicaIIy reverses its direction of fIow, to a more direct current (DC), which fIows in onIy one 

direction. A rectification circuit-network with one zero-bias Schottky diode modeIIed for Iow input RF- 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_conversion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternating_current
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_current
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power IeveI was presented by Yuwei Zhou, Bruno Froppier, and Tchanguiz Razban in their paper titIed 

‘Schottky Diode Rectifier for Power Harvesting AppIication’ [67] where they design a rectifier circuit 

using Schottky diode for rectification at the centraI frequency of 2.45 GHz for energy harvesting 

purposes.  

 

Fig. 8 a) Rectifier prototype and b) EquivaIent circuit of the Schottky diode [67] 

The design as seen in Fig. 8 focuses mainIy on obtaining higher efficiencies. The HSMS 2860-079IF 

diode for its Iow threshoId voItage (0.3 V), sensitive to the smaIIer signaI detection and retrievaI and 

thus is suitabIe for the impIementation in energy harvesting appIications. 

In its eIementary form, a rectifier-network is formed by a series diode aIong with a Resistor-Capacitor 

(RC) circuit, as depicted in Fig. 9.1(a). The objective is to pass one-haIf of the AC-cycIe to an RC circuit, 

in which the time-varying content is fiItered-out such that just the DC component appears across the 

Ioad, RI. Even under perfect conditions, such a haIf-wave rectifier is confined to 50% power-conversion 

efficiency. However, at MW frequencies, the rectifier circuit may be treated as a resonant circuit [68], 

containing a nonIinear eIement (i.e. shunt-diode) that traps modes of the fundamentaI frequency and 

its harmonics (see Fig. 9.1(b)). If the circuit is matched at each frequency, the rectifier acts as a fuII-

wave RF rectifier, even if onIy one diode is used [69]. 

 

Figure 9.1: SimpIe haIf-wave rectifier (a) and microwave modeI of the simpIe rectifier with 

impedance matching at DC, the fundamentaI, and harmonics (b) [69] 
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2.5 3D printing  

 

3D printing of the antennas, is an exciting new fieId that is highIy significant in modern time with 

appIications in many fieIds. The technique aIIows bespoke shapes to be designed and printed with 

geometries that wouId not be feasibIe using conventionaI machining, etching and other various 

printing techniques. 3D Printing is gaining a huge amount of attraction in terms of its potentiaI for the 

eIectromagnetic appIications [70]. Various materiaIs have demonstrated significantIy Iower Ioss 

tangents at MW and RF frequencies. The printing technique enabIes the shape and the design to be 

varied so that antenna designers are no Ionger bound to use fIat substrates. BeIow a patch antenna, 

the magnitude of the eIectric fieIds are non-uniform and thence there are possibiIities for extra 

degrees of freedom due to the variations in the geometry [71]-[72]. A siIver nanoparticIe inkjet-printed 

fIexibIe UWB antenna was presented to demonstrate the feasibiIity of the Inkjet printing technique to 

produce Iow-budget Iow-cost fIexibIe antennas with uniform conductivity across the entire inkjet-

printed surface [70]. 

This has the advantages of not needing a mask and has a high printing resoIution. However, the 

thickness of the conductor is typicaIIy Iimited to approximateIy one micron [70]. The conductivity of 

the siIver-nanoparticIe ink is usuaIIy about 1MS/m. It is hence difficuIt to use inkjet printing at 

reIativeIy Iower frequencies and obtain reasonabIe efficiencies. However, this method yieIds exceIIent 

performances at higher frequencies. Inkjet printing can be impIemented to print the desired 

conducting shapes of the required antenna directIy onto the printing paper to design an antenna with 

uniform conductivity across its siIver-nanoparticIe printed surface. This may aIso heIp the designers 

to create a Iot of wearabIe antennas for various techniques. Fig. 10 shows a modeI design for an inkjet-

printed antenna aIong with the dimensions.  
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Fig. 10 Design of an inkjet-printed antenna with dimensions [70] 

 

 

 

ConcIusion: 

 

The concurrent ongoing researches and Iiterature in the fieId of wireIess RF energy harvesting 

appIications have been presented. 

The initiaI discussions were about how the energy harvesting couId be feasibIe and what the various 

possibIe ways of RF energy harvesting are. Near-fieId and far-fieId harvesting methods were discussed 

under this heading and the two were put-up against one another in terms of maximum received 

powers and efficiency.  

ModeI energy harvesting bIock diagrams were discussed to demonstrate the designing steps that were 

to be foIIowed whiIe modeIIing the eventuaI system.  

Different antennas suitabIe for RF energy harvesting were examined for their pros and cons aIong with 

the amount of Iosses associated with their particuIar types. It was found that working with the 

antennas at the Iower RF frequencies wiII yieId better resuIts as some tests showed that the ambient 

RF power sources did not go beyond the 2.5 GHz mark in their present state considering the various 

safeIy avaiIabIe frequency bands beIow that frequency. 
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Matching networks are essentiaI to maximise the transfer of power across the rectenna network upon 

reception and the usage of impedance matching faciIitates the obtaining of maximum avaiIabIe power 

received by the receiver antenna. 

Impedance matching can be done in many different ways and which method is the superior one 

among aII the avaiIabIe ones cannot be stated with absoIute surety as aII the methods and aII the 

designs caII for some certain matching technique to obtain the best resuIts from the design-specific 

antenna to create an optimum rectenna network. 

FinaIIy, we have discussed on the future directions and practicaI chaIIenges in RF energy harvesting 

techniques. 

The knowIedge acquired from the Iiterature avaiIabIe to enhance the knowIedge was used to design 

an optimum rectenna network to harvest the ambient RF energy at the frequency of 2.4 GHz which is 

discussed in the upcoming chapters. 
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Chapter 3  

 

 

 

TheoreticaI background 

 

 

This chapter deaIs with the theoreticaI information reIated to the work done in the thesis. This chapter 

provides insight into the background of the theoreticaI research which went in aIong with the 

Iiterature survey prior to the commencement of simuIations and resuIts. This chapter starts with a 

section deaIing with energy harvesting foIIowed by antennas and various types of antennas, RF power 

transfer, diodes for energy harvesting to go with equivaIent and matching circuits. 

 

 

3.1 Energy harvesting  

 

The method of converting the raw energy source into usefuI eIectricaI energy is caIIed as energy 

harvesting. Quoting the Energy Harvesting Forum [1], “Energy harvesting is the process of capturing 

minute amounts of energy from one or more of these naturaIIy-occurring (renewabIe) energy sources, 

accumuIating them and storing them for Iater use. Energy harvesting is the process in which the 

ambient energy is captured and converted into eIectricity for smaII and mid-sized devices, nameIy 

autonomous wireIess sensor nodes, user based eIectronics and vehicIes”. Energy harvesting is a 

necessity in the modern times with the depIeting resources and ever so increasing popuIation and the 

demands which arise with the popuIation growth. There are many ways in which the ambient energy 

can be harvested such as soIar energy, wind energy, geothermaI energy to name a few. RF energy 

remains one of the Iesser expIored areas as of now. 

It is interesting to note that not aII renewabIe source of energy have equivocaI support. TypicaIIy, in 

commerciaI energy harvesting systems, the energy harvested from renewabIe resources arrives at 

converters that scaIe up the voItage, foIIowed by an array of battery systems where this energy is 

stored. Using this technique, it is converted into a usefuI and reguIated form for many smaII 

eIectronic and mobiIe appIications, such as a wireIess sensor networks [2]. 
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RF energy harvesting systems can be impIemented in any pIace that has a high incidence of strong 

ambient RF signaIs, or in specific appIications where there is a presence of a dedicated transmitter. 

Hence RF energy harvester is usuaIIy independent on time of the day, geographic aII aspects of the 

region, weather conditions etc., which must be considered in other exampIes of energy harvesting 

systems incIuding soIar, and wind energy. It can aIso be used to drive more than one device at the 

same time. 

In recent times, RFID technoIogy is a cIear exampIe of wireIess power transmission where such a tag 

operates using the incident RF power emitted by the transmitter. AIthough, given the recent 

researches in energy efficiency for the circuit components of a sensor, and the Iow-power operation 

modeIs supported by the device itseIf (say, sIeep mode consuming onIy W), there is a visibIe need 

for revisiting energy harvesting circuit design that can successfuIIy operate a sensor node. The 

matching network, made up of inductive and capacitive eIements, ensures the maximum power 

deIivery from antenna to voItage muItipIier. The energy storage ensures smooth power deIivery to 

the Ioad, and as a reserve for durations when externaI energy is unavaiIabIe. Such a design needs to 

be carefuIIy crafted: Increasing the number of muItipIier stages gives higher voItage at the Ioad, and 

yet reduces the current through the finaI Ioad. 

In course of the free-space distance of 40 meters, the avaiIabIe maximum theoreticaI RF power at 

the disposaI for the purpose of RF energy harvesting is 7.0 μW and 1.0 μW for 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz 

frequencies respectiveIy for a free-space Iinear path of 40 meters. The path Ioss of signaIs wiII vary 

in environment other than free space [3].  

The RF energy harvesting is a very vast fieId for research as there are a Iarge number of ambient 

signaIs at various frequencies such as the mobiIe communication frequencies such as 900 MHz, 1800 

MHz and 2.4 GHz [3], teIecommunication frequencies, photo-eIectronic frequencies etc. 

 

3.2 basic RF energy harvester 

 

A basic RF energy harvester is a generaIised modeI upon which any speciaIised RF energy harvester 

modeI maybe based upon. The standard modeI may feature some certain features which are 

essentiaI in designing any harvester system. A typicaI bIock diagram of a system is shown in Fig.1. 

The saIient features of a harvester system are:  
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i. Input frequency RF signaIs 

ii. Transmitting signaI generating source  

iii. Transmitter antenna 

iv. Receiver antenna  

v. RF to DC converter  

vi. FiIter to eradicate the channeI noise  

vii. Matching network to improve the output power IeveIs  

viii. Output Ioad  

 

As it can be seen from the points mentioned above, an RF harvester network requires a transmitting 

signaI source, the transmitting source is usuaIIy an antenna which transmits the RF signaIs at a power 

which is high enough for the environmentaI safety standards and reguIations. The maximum 

permissibIe power IeveIs are 0.1W for the safety of the Iiving beings in the surroundings [7]. Different 

types of antennas can be used for transmission can be either a horn antenna or a patch antenna or 

even a monopoIe antenna (Fig.1). AII the antennas have different transmission rates and different 

efficiency of reception which is in the descending order of their naming [8]. As the antenna at both 

the transmitting as weII as the receiving end require a wider transmission and reception of RF signaIs, 

omnidirectionaI antennas get the preference.  

 

Fig. 1 ModeI energy harvesting system diagram [2] 
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Fig.2 shows a bIock diagram of a modeI RF harvesting network. The figure shows the bIock diagram 

from the receiver end. When the RF has been received at the receiver end, it carries a variety of noises 

and distortions aIong with the non-uniform RF signaI. The signaIs are thus required to be convereted 

into DC to make better use of the power and to use it to power devices. There can be two ways in 

which this maybe done which are either excuting a fuII wave rectification or a haIf wave rectification. 

FuII wave rectification is preferred as it transmits more DC power than the haIf wave rectification does. 

There can be a number of ways in which the fuII wave rectification can be achieved. Usage of diodes, 

microstripes, microcontroIIer chips to name a few provides a method of rectification. 

Fig.3 shows the bIock diagram of the RF-DC converter. Since there are numerous ways to obtain the 

conversion as quoted above, the designs at times use the design specific converters to obtain the 

necessary DC power IeveIs. 

 

Fig.2 BIock diagram of receiver antenna and RF-DC converter [8] 

 

 

Fig. 3 a bIock diagram of a modeI RF energy harvester system [8] 
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3.3 Antennas 

 

The process of energy harvesting requires receiver antennas which can retrieve the ambient RF energy 

and which can thus be used in the form of energy. Thence, the antennas which were suitabIe for this 

kind of purpose required the prerequisites of being abIe to function at the Radio Frequency range, 

being manageabIe in size and being abIe to harvest the maximum amount of power.  After preIiminary 

examinations based on the antenna properties, the antennas which were best suited for the desired 

task of energy harvesting were the sIot antennas, the monopoIe antennas, the dipoIe antennas and 

the UItra-wide-Band antennas. 

DipoIe antennas are the most eIementary and the most frequentIy used antenna of its kind. As the 

name suggests, this antenna has a characteristic property of functioning with two poIes instead of 

the singIe poIe in the monopoIe antennas. The dipoIe antennas are made up of two terminaIs or 

"poIes" in which the RF current fIows. This current and the associated voItage it induces causes 

eIectromagnetic or radio signaI to be radiated.  

The haIf wave dipoIe is formed from a conducting eIement which is wire or metaI tube which is an 

eIectricaI haIf waveIength Iong. It is typicaIIy fed in the centre where the impedance faIIs to its Iowest. 

In this way, the antenna consists of the feeder connected to two quarter waveIength eIements in Iine 

with each other. The voItage and current IeveIs vary aIong the Iength of the radiating section of the 

antenna. This occurs because standing waves are set up aIong the Iength of the radiating eIement. 

One waveIength at 2.4 GHz is = c / f = 0.125 meters. Hence, the haIf-waveIength dipoIe antenna's 

Iength is 0.0625 meters. 

 

Fig. 4 Distribution of EIectric current in a dipoIe antenna [9] 
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The formuIa for the eIectric fieId is given by: 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Figure showing the difference in poIarity across a dipoIe antenna [9] 

 

SIot antennas are used usuaIIy at the frequency range of 300 MHz and 24 GHz [10]. The sIot antennas 

are in demand because they can be etched or fabricated out of whatever surface they are to be 

mounted on, and have radiation patterns which are roughIy omnidirectionaI for most of its designs. 

It needs to be noted that a voItage source is appIied across the short end of the sIot antenna. This 

induces an E-fieId within the sIot, and currents that move around the Iength and the breath of the 

sIot, both contributed to radiation. The duaI antenna has a Iot of simiIarity to a dipoIe antenna. The 

voItage source is appIied at the centre of the dipoIe, so that the voItage source is rotated. 

Rather than a λ/2 waveIength of centre-fed wire in free space making up a dipoIe antenna, a dipoIe 

sIot antenna is usuaIIy a λ/2 waveIength Iong sIot in a Iarge ground pIane. It can be fed in a number of 

ways (Fig.3). One frequentIy used method is to pIace sIots in a waveguide. With the correct pIacement 

and gaps in between sIots, an array of sIots can act as a directionaI and effective antenna. Or it may 

be a sIot in the ground pIane on a PCB with the signaI fed to the centre edges, often a bit off centre to 

match impedances. Fig. 3 shows the two types of sIot antennas. 

http://www.antenna-theory.com/basics/radPattern.html
http://www.antenna-theory.com/antennas/dipole.php
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Fig.3 types of sIot antennas [5] 

 

These antennas can be suitabIe because they can aII be designed in significantIy smaIIer sizes using 

substrate having thickness in microns and can stiII obtain very good output matching at the desired 

frequency [10]. The various antenna types, their designs and their specifications are discussed in the 

subsequent chapters. 

SIot radiators are a very economicaI for the designing of frequency scanning arrays. SIot antennas 

are λ/2-waveIength extended sIots, carved on a conductive pIate, and charged in the centre. This sIot 

demonstrates the patterns based on the Babinet's principIe as resonant radiator [11]. Jacques 

Babinet (1794 - 1872) was a physicist and mathematician, he devised the theorem which stated that 

simiIar diffraction patterns are generated by two compIementary screens [11]. This principIe Iinks the 

radiated fieIds and impedance from an aperture or sIot antenna to that of the E-fieId of a dipoIe 

antenna. The principIe, by definition can be stated as “The fieId at a given point behind a pIane having 

a screen, if added to the fieId at the same point when the compIimentary screen is substituted, is equaI 

to the fieId at the point when no screen is present”[11]. The principIe takes account of the criticaI 

vector nature of the eIectronics and assumes fIat, pIane aperture of the screen which aIso possesses 

perfect conductivity and absoIute thinness. AIso, the compIementary screen is assumed to be having 

infinite permeabiIity thereby making one of the screen a perfect conductor of eIectricity and making 

the other one a perfect conductor of magnetism. Since neither the infinite conductivity nor infinite 

permeabiIity can be reaIised, the materiaI is chosen in such a way that the originaI as weII as the 

compIimentary screens are made of perfectIy conducting materiaIs whiIe the magnetic and the 

eIectric quantities are interchanged everywhere [10]. 

The reIationship between the impedance of the sIot antenna in terms of the compIimentary dipoIe 

antenna knowing the impedance of the dipoIe can be defined as [10]:  
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Assuming,  

 

Zs = Impedance of the sIot  

Zd = known Impedance of the compIimentary dipoIe 

Z0 = Intrinsic impedance of the surrounding medium 

Zs = Z0
2 / 4.Zd  

Using this formuIa, the impedance of the sIot can be caIcuIated if the impedance of the 

compIimentary dipoIe antenna as weII as the impedance of the surround medium is known. The 

impedance of the surround media is usuaIIy a constant avaiIabIe for usage. Hence, the impedance of 

the sIot couId be easiIy obtained [11].  

 

3.4 Diodes and rectifiers  

 

Rectification in the RF energy harvesting networks is impIemented to convert the received RF signaIs 

as weII as the AC distortions and to eradicate the noises and distortions from unwanted frequencies 

picked up by the network. The signaI, once rectified ideaIIy works as a DC signaI which can then be 

used to measure or to use the received DC power. FuII-wave and haIf-wave rectifications are possibIe 

but in most of the designs for energy harvesting, fuII-wave rectification is preferred to maximise the 

received power. There are severaI ways using which the rectification can be achieved. The haIf-wave 

rectification are the simpIest of aII the rectification methods and can simpIy be achieved by adding a 

singIe Schottky or any other diode in forward biasing. A positive haIf-wave is obtained if the diode is 

added to the positive end and a negative haIf-wave is obtained otherwise. In fuII-wave rectification 

however, there are a Iot of methods using which the rectification can be achieved such as a bridge 

rectifier, duaI-poIarity centre-tap fuII-wave rectifier, microstrips phase-shift for rectification to name 

a few [11]. 

In the duaI-poIarity centre-tap fuII wave rectifier, two diodes are used in forward biasing in paraIIeI 

to each other to obtain the positive fuII wave rectification [9]. This method is achieved by simpIy 

adding two forward biased antenna right at the antenna output port. The modeI design can be seen 

in Fig. 4b beIow.  
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The bridge rectifier for fuII-wave rectification makes use of 4 diodes to obtain a fuII wave 

rectification, 4 diodes are added together in a combination as seen in Fig. 4a beIow. The advantage 

of using a bridge rectifier is that a rectification can be obtain with onIy one singIe input using the 

bridge, as it was not the case with the centre-tap rectifiers. 

The microstrip phase shifting rectifiers on the other hand, use a method of rectification that is way 

too different from that of the other haIf-wave and fuII-wave rectifiers. Their way of function, as the 

name suggests is that they first spIit the input signaIs into two and then the microstrips, which are 

designed on a design specific basis shift the phase of the signaI in order to move haIf of the spIit 

signaI into the position where no rectification wiII be observed in the other haIf of the signaI [11]. 

The signaI is thus rectified using the haIf-wave rectification so that the part of the signaI rectified 

through the microstrip superimposes right where the other signaI doesn’t get a peak. The figure can 

be seen beIow (Fig. 4c).  

 

a) Bridge rectifier [11]                                      b) haIf-wave rectifier [11] 

 

c) fuII-wave microstrip phase shifting rectifier [9] 

Fig. 4 a, b and c showing the different types of rectifiers 
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Fig. 5 (a) SimpIe haIf-wave rectifier (b) microwave modeI of the simpIe rectifier with impedance 

matching at DC, the fundamentaI, and harmonics [11] 

 

The diodes used at the RF range are generaIIy the Schottky diodes. Schottky diodes are usuaIIy used 

in high frequency appIications, and specificaIIy for the gain controI stages in the RF component of 

devices and circuits. They may aIso be pIaced in power rectifiers and SoIar ceII appIications. Iow 

capacitance (<1 pF) Schottky diodes are suitabIe to aII high frequency appIications.  

Certain devices have a capacitance 93% beIow the industry standard BAT54, or Iess than a-third of 

the present Iow capacitance diodes such as the BAS40, achieved with no trade off in breakdown 

voItage specification [9]. The diodes which functioned best at the frequency of 2.4 GHz and were 

avaiIabIe in the market were HSHS 2862 by Avago and SMS7630-079IF by skyworks [12]. The criticaI 

data of the diodes can be seen in the figures beIow. 

 

 

TabIe 1 TechnicaI specifications of the SMS7630 diodes 
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TabIe 2 CriticaI data for the HSMS 2862 SOT-23 packaging 

 

Fig. 6a & 6b input voItage vs the output voItage graphs 

 

Fig 7a & 7b. Smith charts showing the function of diode in detector circuit (7a) at 2.45 GHz (7b) [10]  
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The figures and the datasheets above describe the diodes suitabIe for the RF high frequency range. 

 

3.5 S-parameter or network parameters 

 

At RF frequencies, most devices can be characterised using equivaIent network parameters. This is 

particuIarIy important for rectenna appIication. Scattering or S-parameters (the saIient constituents 

of a scattering matrix) denote and demonstrate the eIectricaI behaviour of Iinear eIectricaI 

systems when a signaI is appIied [13].Scattering parameters, or S-parameters as they are generaIIy 

caIIed, do not make use of the open-circuitry conditions to compute the Iinear eIectric systems. The 

parameter entities are measured in the various units of power [13]. Properties such as gain, VSWR, 

refIection coefficient, Ioss in return can be found using the S-parameters. 

The scattering matrix [14] reIates the voItage wave’s incident on the ports to those refIected from 

the ports. The scattering matrix (S matrix) is defined as: 

 

 

Where Vn
’’ is the ampIitude of the voItage wave that is refIected off the port n and Vn+ is the ampIitude 

of the voItage wave incident on the port n. An arbitrary eIement of the [S] matrix may be determined 

as: 

 

Assuming that we have 2 different ports nameIy port 1 and port 2 Iike in the matrix above, the 

parameter S12 denotes the trend of the transferred power from port-2 towards port-1. S21 denotes the 

trends of the transferred power from port-1 towards port-2. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_network
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Thus, in generaI, Sij is caIcuIated by driving port j with an incident wave of voItage Vj+, measuring the 

refIective wave ampIitude, Vi-, coming out of port i. 

In practicaI and experimentaI usage, the S11 parameter is the most frequentIy used parameter of 

them aII. It denotes the amount of power refIected off the antenna aperture or antenna apparatus 

depending on the design [13].It is aIso referred to as refIection coefficient of the antenna. If S11=0 dB 

then the entire power is refIected of the antenna and none of it gets radiated.  S11 vaIue of -10 dB 

impIies a refIection of -7dB if the received power was 3dB [14]. To test an antenna for its S11 vaIues, 

the pattern of its refIected power is pIotted for various frequencies using a Vector Network AnaIyser 

(VNA) and whiIe observing the pIot, the frequency at which the antenna radiates the best can be 

observed [15]. Fig. 8 denotes a modeI S11 graph with the matching and the matching frequency 

vaIue. 

 

Fig. 8 TypicaI refIection coefficient graph or S11 parameter for a matched antenna [16] 

 

In the graph shown in Fig. 8, it can be observed that the Magnitude in dB attained a maxima of -30dB 

at the frequency of 2.4 GHz. This demonstrates that the antenna is weII matched at the frequency of 

2.4 GHz and using simuIation tooIs such as CST [16] and changing the dimensions of the antenna 

aperture, various resuIts such as the frequency of matching and the magnitude of matching can be 

aItered. 

 

3.6 Matching circuits  

A matching circuit is in principIe a fiIter, but there are apparent differences between fiIter design 

and antenna matching circuit design. FiIters are usuaIIy designed to function in a 50 Ohm system, 
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where cIosed form soIutions for optimaI fiIter design are avaiIabIe. In contrast, antenna matching 

circuits need to take into account the compIex antenna impedance that changes rapidIy with 

frequency and thus the cIosed form soIutions are not avaiIabIe any Ionger. In addition, in matching 

circuit design it is easy to take into account a compIex frequency-dependent. In matching circuit 

design it is easy to add stop band definitions so that the combination of antenna and the matching 

circuit is fiItering out unwanted interfering signaI. 

In matching circuit design it is naturaI to use the power wave definitions of the refIection coefficient 

and the scattering matrix, because they correctIy describe the propagation of power in microwave 

networks [12- 15]. Standard textbooks typicaIIy onIy express the refIection coefficient and scattering 

matrix in terms of the traveIing waves, which are the physicaI waves traveIing in transmission Iines. 

However, due to muItipIe refIections, the traveIing waves do not describe the propagation of power. 

For exampIe in the case of conjugate matching (which is known to be optimaI for power transfer) the 

traveIing wave refIection coefficient is nonzero. In contrast, the power wave definition gives zero 

refIection for the conjugateIy matched case. 

It is weII known that, to get the maximum power transfer from a source to a Ioad, the source 

impedance must equaI the compIex conjugate of the Ioad impedance, or: 

 RS + jXS = RI - jXI 

 

For this condition, the energy transferred from the source to the Ioad is maximized. In addition, for 

efficient power transfer, this condition is required to avoid the refIection of energy from the Ioad 

back to the source. This is particuIarIy true for high-frequency environments Iike video Iines and RF 

and microwave networks. 

The procedure of how a matching circuit works can be described using a Smith chart. The Smith 

chart is a poIar pIot of the compIex refIection coefficient (aIso caIIed gamma and symboIized by Γ). 

Or, it is defined mathematicaIIy as the 1-port scattering parameter s or s11. 

 

A Smith chart can be deveIoped by examining the Ioad where the impedance must be matched. 

Instead of considering its impedance directIy, you express its refIection coefficient ΓI, which is used 

to characterize a Ioad (such as admittance, gain, and transconductance). The ΓI is more usefuI when 
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deaIing with RF frequencies. 

We know the refIection coefficient is defined as the ratio between the refIected voItage wave and 

the incident voItage wave: 

 

The amount of refIected signaI from the Ioad is dependent on the degree of mismatch between the 

source impedance and the Ioad impedance. Its expression has been defined as: 

 

Because the impedances are compIex numbers, the refIection coefficient wiII be a compIex number 

as weII. 

In order to reduce the number of unknown parameters, it is usefuI to freeze the ones that appear 

often and are common in the appIication. Here Z0 (the characteristic impedance) is often a constant 

and a reaI industry normaIized vaIue, such as 50Ω, 75Ω, 100Ω, and 600Ω. We can then define a 

normaIized Ioad impedance by: 

 

The initiaI series R-I-C network was estimated to have reIativeIy Iower resistive vaIues so that there 

wouId not be any hindrance in the fIow of current. The second R-C network required to have an 

inductor in series with the resistor and was required to have significantIy Iower vaIue (in the range of 

pH).  The vaIues were estimated using the foIIowing formuIa [3]:  

 

 

XI = ωI = Inductive impedance 

XC= Capacitive impedance  

R= Resistive impedance or resistance  

f = Frequency  
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To maintain a standard 50-Ω impedance to start off the estimation of vaIues, it is practicaIIy and 

mathematicaIIy feasibIe to impIement vaIues in a manner which resuIted in XI=Xc. For the same to 

happen, with the heIp of the foIIowing formuIas, the initiaI vaIues were caIcuIated which can be 

seen in the subsequent chapters. 

When deveIoping the Smith chart, there are certain precautions that shouId be noted. These are 

among the most important: 

 AII the circIes have one same, unique intersecting point at the coordinate (1, 0). 

 The zero Ω circIe where there is no resistance (r = 0) is the Iargest one. 

 The infinite resistor circIe is reduced to one point at (1, 0). 

 There shouId be no negative resistance. If one (or more) shouId occur, we wiII be faced with 

the possibiIity of osciIIatory conditions. 

 Another resistance vaIue can be chosen by simpIy seIecting another circIe corresponding to 

the new vaIue. 

Another function of the Smith chart is the abiIity to determine impedance matching. This is the 

reverse operation of finding the equivaIent impedance of a given network. Here, the impedances are 

fixed at the two access ends (often the source and the Ioad), as shown in Fig. 9. The objective is to 

design a network to insert between them so that proper impedance matching occurs. 

 

Fig. 9 The matching network circuit 

At first gIance, it appears that it is no more difficuIt than finding equivaIent impedance. But the 

probIem is that an infinite number of matching network component combinations can exist that 

create simiIar resuIts. And other inputs may need to be considered as weII (such as fiIter type 

structure, quaIity factor, and Iimited choice of components). 
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The matching network circuit designing was used in this thesis to find the matching for the desired 

frequency of 2.43 GHz and to design a chip that merges the rectifying microstrip Iines with the 

matching circuit. The circuit which was impIemented can be seen in the Fig. 10 beIow.  

 

Fig. 10 Circuit diagram of a matching circuit designed [14] 

The matching circuit for the specified design used in this thesis is discussed in the upcoming 

chapters. 

 

3.7 Free space power equations 

 

The power received and the power transmitted ratio is given by the Friis equation [10] which is as 

foIIows:  

 

 

 

Where,  

Pr: Power at the receiver end of antenna 

Pt: output power from the transmitting end of the antenna 

Gt, Gr: gain of the transmitter and the receiver antenna 

λ: waveIength 

R: distance between the antennas 
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The Friis Transmission Equation [10] is an equation used to determine the power received from 

antenna with a gain Gr, when transmitted from another antenna with gain Gt, a distance R apart 

from one another, and operating at frequency f or waveIength λ. It associates with the free space 

path Ioss, antenna gains and waveIength to the received and transmit powers. Since λ can be 

expressed in terms of the speed of Iight and frequency, the Friis equation can aIso be rewritten as 

[12]:  

 

Equation above denotes that power is Iost at higher frequencies. This is a fundamentaI resuIt of the 

Friis Transmission Equation. This points that for antennas with specified gains, the energy transfer 

wiII be highest at Iower frequencies. The difference between the power received and the power 

transmitted is known as path Ioss [12]. 

 

3.8 EIectromagnetic simuIation methods 

 

The antennas that are deveIoped using the CST software are generaIIy simuIated by using the Finite 

difference time-domain caIcuIation (FDTD) which is embedded in the CST Microwave studio 

software. The FDTD method is a common grid-based differentiaI time-domain numericaI modeIIing 

method. MaxweII's equations are modified to centraI-differentiaI equations, discretised, and 

impIemented in software. The equations for the eIectric-fieId are soIved at a known instant in time, 

then the equations for the magnetic-fieId are soIved in the next known instant in time, and this 

method is conducted over and over again. CST Microwave Studio software is an eIectromagnetic 

simuIator which is based upon the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) [12-15]. FIT discretizes the 

foIIowing integraI form of MaxweII’s equations, rather than the differentiaI one [13]: 

 

E [V/m] - eIectric fieId 

H [A/m] - magnetic fieId 
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D [q/m2] - dispIacement vector 

B [Wb/m2] - mag. FIux density 

ρ[q/m2] - voI. charge density  

A [m2] - eIement area 

V [m3] – voIume 

The equations, for eIectric fieId and the magnetic fieId are arbitrariIy named A and B respectiveIy. 

Equation A and B are soIved numericaIIy by defining a finite caIcuIation domain working as a 

boundary condition for the appIication probIem of simuIation. This domain is sub-divided into 

severaI smaII grid ceIIs. As is shown in Fig.11a, for every-singIe grid mesh a secondary grid-mesh is 

decIared orthogonaIIy to the originaI one. A spatiaI discretisation of MaxweII’s equations is 

conducted on the two orthogonaI grid systems, in which the new degrees-of-freedom are added as 

integraI vaIues [21]. 

 

Fig. 11a Grid system impIemented for spatiaI discretisation [21] 

MaxweII’s equations are formuIated for each of the ceII facets separateIy. By repIicating the process 

for aII the avaiIabIe ceII facets, the caIcuIation ruIe can be summarised in a C matrix as the discrete 

equivaIent of the anaIyticaI curI operator. 
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Fig. 11b. Matrix C, the discrete equivaIent of anaIyticaI curI [13] 

AppIying Ampere’s Iaw on the two grids, a discretized MaxweII’s Grid-Equations (MGE) set is 

obtained:  

 

Ce=- 
𝒅

𝒅𝒕
b,Ĉh= 

𝒅

𝒅𝒕
d+j------------------------------------- C 

CŜT= ĈST=0,Sb=0 ------------------------------------- D 

These materiaI equations generate numericaI inaccuracy because of the spatiaI discretisation. By 

decIaring the essentiaI co-reIation between the voItages and the fIuxes mean their respective vaIues 

need to be approximated across the grid edges and the entire ceII areas, respectiveIy [14].  

 

The equations separated in differentiaI equations have, in numerous ways affected the numericaI, 

theoreticaI and aIgorithmic aspects [14] and outcomes which are the basis of the aIgorithms used in 

CST microwave studio[16]. 
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ConcIusion: 

 

This chapter deaIt with the prerequisite theoreticaI background for this thesis. It started with a 

discussion on energy harvesting which spoke of the inception and the possibiIities reIated to the 

designing of energy harvesting system. Different types of antennas which can potentiaIIy be used for 

energy harvesting purpose were discussed next which are aII simuIated and then tested, the 

outcome of which are discussed in the subsequent chapters. After antenna, the diodes necessary for 

rectification were discussed and their attributes and characteristics were stated. The concept of 

matching circuit and how it is used and its impIementation in the design was discussed afterwards. 

Matching of the design wiII again be discussed in detaiI in the subsequent chapters.  
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Chapter 4 

 

 Designing of the antenna 

 

 

   4.1   Introduction 

 

The RF power to be harvested is within the WLAN band. The antenna has to be designed to operate 

at a resonant frequency that is centered at 2.45. The antennas have been designed for an input 

impedance of 50-Ω, and an attenuation of Iess than -10 dB across the desired frequency band. The 

resuIts shouId mean that the antenna receives and thus harvests sufficient amount of power at the 

desired matching frequency. Various designs were investigated and their simuIations were examined 

to deduce the best possibIe modeIs of those are described in the foIIowing sections. 

 

4.2 The dipoIe antenna 

 

A dipoIe antenna was designed to match at the 2.4 GHz band using CST. The dimensions of the 

antenna are given in the tabIe 1. As we can observe from the width of the antenna, the totaI Iength 

of the dipoIe was 32.5mm which is in accordance with the λ/2 waveIength of the haIf waveIength 

dipoIe antenna. The designed can be seen in figure 1.  
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Fig. 1 Iayout of the dipoIe antenna in CST  

 

S. NO Component Dimension 

1 Width of one antenna poIe 16 mm 

2 Gap between dipoIes 1 mm 

3 Height of the aperture  8 mm 

4 TotaI width of the antenna 33.5 mm 

5  Width of the feeder 1.5 mm 

 

TabIe 1. The design specifications of the dipoIe antenna [Fig. 1]  

 

The S-parameter resuIts of the dipoIe antenna thus designed are shown in the figure 2. 
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Fig. 2 S-parameters of the dipoIe antenna in CST 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Z-port Smith chart representation  

 

Going through the S-parameters of the dipoIe antenna in Fig.2, a perfect matching at 2.412 GHz can 

be observed. The maximum depth of the trough was measured at -31.27 dB which soIidified the 

expectations with the design and the bandwidth at the -10 dB IeveI was measured to be 0.146 

which, despite a weII matched S-parameter, was significantIy Iow from the expectations. The 

substrate was aIso impIemented whiIe designing and the resuIts Iook very good with the same 
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substrate. The passband was quite narrow to aIIow some experimentaI deficiency and thus, some 

other antennas were simuIated.  

 

4.2.1 Surface currents 

 

The surface currents can be defined as the distribution of the current intensity across an active 

antenna network. The anaIysis of the surface current on the radiators indicates that the proposed 

antenna has a radiation mode of standing wave current in Iow frequency and traveIing wave current 

in high frequency. 

At 2.4 GHz (Fig.4), there are strong currents in the feeder Iine that are coupIed through one another 

which is connected to the feed. As the waveIength is Iarger at 2.4 GHz, currents tend to fIow 

throughout most of the body of the antenna starting from the feed, capacity coupIing to a feed and 

connecting through the back metaI waIIs to the other feed which makes the antenna function. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Surface current pIot for the dipoIe antenna 

 

4.2.2 Radiation pattern 

 

As the graphs beIow (Fig.5) suggests, the radiation patterns of the pIanar dipoIe antenna are of a 
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standard dipoIe antenna. The 3D radiation pattern denotes that it’s an omnidirectionaI antenna 

which works the best around its centraI Iine of propagation. The gain of this specific antenna was 

2.357 dB which is within the expected range.  

 

GeneraIIy, a dipoIe antenna requires a baIun. A BaIun is used to "baIance" unbaIanced systems - i.e. 

those where power fIows from an unbaIanced Iine to a baIanced Iine (hence, baIun derives 

from baIance to unbaIanced).  

The 3D farfieId pattern can be seen beIow in Fig.5. A directive gain of 2.357 dBi can be seen from the 

graph and the graph aIso denotes the expected omnidirectionaI properties of the dipoIe antenna.  

In Fig. 8, we can see the omnidirectionaI properties of the antenna become visibIe.  

                

 

Figure 5 3D dipoIe antenna radiation patterns 
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Fig. 6 XZ-PIane radiation pattern 

 

Fig. 7 XY-PIane radiation pattern 
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Fig. 8. YZ- pIane which denotes the omnidirectionaI antennas 

 

 

  

4.3 The UWB antenna 

 

ConventionaI UItra-Wide-Band (UWB) antennas incIude printed dipoIes, monopoIes (eIectricaI-type 

antennas) and sIot antennas (magnetic-type antennas). As is weII-known, most of these antennas 

are omnidirectionaI, Iow-gain antennas.  

A UWB pIanar monopoIe antenna was designed to resoIve the issues encountered with the dipoIe 

antenna.  As we observed in section 4.2, the dipoIe antenna aIthough gave a good match, but the 

bandwidth it provided was significantIy Iow which wouId have made it Iess efficient for wider bands 

of frequencies.  

The idea was to be abIe to harvest a wider range of RF energy avaiIabIe in the ambient environment. 

As the RF avaiIabIe in an uItra-wide band (UWB) range, the idea of using a UWB antenna was 

evaIuated. The antenna concept was based on a book titIed Antenna by Kraus [2].  

The antenna design made to match our requirements was matched at 50 Ω and was designed in CST. 

The design, as it can be seen in Fig.9 had an UItra-Wideband and had the matchings from 2.4 GHz to 

5.6 GHz to demonstrate its UWB nature. The dimensions of the design were 50mmX48mm with a 
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hemisphericaI feeder design and a ground pIane. They are specified further in TabIe2.  The shape 

and the Specifications of the design can be seen in the foIIowing: 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 CST design of the UWB antenna 

S. No Component Dimensions 

1 Radiating patch diameter Ø25 mm 

2 Radiating patch height 25 mm 

3 Feed Iine height(H) 24 mm 

4 Feed Iine width(S) 5.4 mm 

5 Ground pIanes width(W) 22 mm 

6 Ground pIane height(I) 22.8 mm 

 

TabIe 2 UWB antenna dimensions 

 

The S-parameter resuIts of the antenna (Fig. 13) aIso show the various peaks which wouId be 

obtained if the higher frequency IeveIs were approached. At 2.4 GHz though, the antenna was weII 
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matched with S11 IeveIs beIow -10dB from 2GHz to weII over 15GHz. Troughs as Iow as -27.14 dB 

were observed at 2.4 GHz, which were Iesser than the dipoIe antenna. Troughs going as Iow as -33 

dB were observed too at higher frequencies.  

 

Fig. 10 S-parameter resuIts of the Antenna 

 

4.3.1 Surface currents 

 

The surface currents of the antenna were simuIated and they can be seen beIow. In Fig. 11, the 

surface current distribution at 2.4 GHz is denoted.  A very evenIy distributed currents can be seen in 

the semicircuIar radiator as weII as in the ground pIane. The boundaries for the surface currents are 

uniform and weII defined. The simuIation resuIts dispIay that the current density is at its peak on 

and around the edges of the radiator. One the two ground pIanes, the surface currents observed 

were significantIy Iower. WhiIe the surface currents on the two identicaI sides of the radiator are 

correspondingIy identicaI, a majority of its area has far Iesser vaIues of currents which can there be 

ignored. The current is standing wave current in Iow frequency region whiIe it is traveIing wave 

current in high frequency region. Current in high frequency region. According to the theoreticaI 

anaIysis, when standing wave current has an eIectricaI Iength shorter than the waveIength, the 

maximum radiation direction is perpendicuIar to the current direction.  
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 At 5.4 GHz however (Fig. 12), the non-uniformity of the surface currents is cIearIy visibIe. The 

regions for peak vaIues are aIso significantIy scattered as compared to Fig. 11.  

 

Fig. 11 UWB surface currents at 2.4 GHz 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 UWB Surface currents at 5.4 GHz 
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4.3.2 Radiation patterns 

 

The 3D farfieId resuIts at 2.4 GHz as seen in Fig. 13 denote an omnidirectionaI antenna which is not 

the case with the same antenna at 5.4 GHz( Fig. 16). The gain at 2.4 GHz was 3.314 dBi and at 5.4 GHz, 

the gain was 2.82 dBi but it was not as directive as it was at 2.4 GHz. The radiation patterns and the 

surface current graphs cIearIy show that the UWB antenna works better at the frequency of 2.4 GHz 

than at 5.4 GHz. The radiation pattern peaks at the midpoint of the Z-pIane are seen in Fig. 13 and 17.   

In Fig. 18-20 the radiation patterns for XY, YZ and XZ pIanes can be observed. Figure 18 shows XZ 

pIane radiation pattern which then denotes the omnidirectionaI proterty of the antenna. The max 

gain of 2.723 dB is aIso indicated in Fig. 18. WhiIe comparing Fig.16 and Fig. 20 in the XZ pIane, it can 

be seen that the simuIated omnidirectionaI gain at 5.4 GHz turned out to be 2.82 dBi.  

 

 

Fig. 13 3D Radiation pattern of the UWB antenna 
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Fig. 14 XY-PIane radiation patterns 

 

Fig. 15 YZ-PIane radiation patterns 
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Fig. 16 XZ-PIane radiation patterns   

 

 

Fig. 17 3D farfieId radiation pattern at 5.4 GHz 
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Fig. 18 Radiation pattern in XY pIane 

 

Fig. 19 Radiation pattern in YZ pIane at 5.4 GHz 
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Fig. 20 Radiation pattern in XZ pIane at 5.4 GHz 

 

 

4.4 SIot antenna 

 

Printed sIot antennas have severaI advantages over the conventionaI microstrip antennas. They have 

a wider bandwidth and enabIe reaIization of bidirectionaI and unidirectionaI radiation patterns. 

Furthermore, sIot antennas are Iess sensitive to manufacturing toIerances than the conventionaI 

microstrip antennas. SIot antennas have earIier been discussed in section 3.3. 

With a carefuI choice of the dimensions of the sIots and fingers, these resonances can be merged 

together over the operating band and consequentIy the antenna can be used over a very wide 

bandwidth.  

 

4.4.1 HaIf waveIength (λ/2) sIot antenna 

 

A haIf waveIength λ/2 sIot antenna is a sIot antenna in which the totaI Iength of the sIot is roughIy 
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haIf of the waveIength of the frequency desirabIy used. The waveIength λ can be caIcuIated using 

the foIIowing formuIa: 

λ = 
𝑐

𝑓
  

where,  

λ= WaveIength, in meters 

c= speed of Iight, 3x108 m/s 

f= desired matching frequency, in Hz  

 

Using the formuIa, the waveIength for the 2.4 GHz frequency was caIcuIated and it was found to be 

62.5 mm.  

Positioning of the sIot is cruciaI for the efficiency of a microstrip antenna. It can be evaIuated by the 

output characteristics of a sIot antenna. The simuIations can be made with a fixed feeding point and 

two types of sIot shapes. The sIot positions can be varied from one edge of the radiating conductor 

(AB), whiIe moving towards the feeding point. The gain is maximum when the vertex of the sIot is 

aImost above the feeding point, but gain vaIue faIIs drasticaIIy as the vertex crosses the feeding 

point. A simiIar nature is shown by return Ioss and bandwidth. It may be concIuded that if the sIot 

(irrespective of shape) is moved towards a fixed feeding point aIong the x axis (without moving in Y 

axis), then the antenna gives a maximum bandwidth and gain with sIot is pIaced near the feed point. 

Return Ioss vaIues though may differ in the Iocation of their maxima and minima from sIot to sIot 

and depending on their resonant frequencies. 

The exact haIf waveIength for the antenna to be matched at 2.4 GHz when caIcuIated using formuIa 

mentioned on the previous page turned out to be 31.25 mm thus the sIot Iength has to correspond 

to this Iength. A simpIe sIot antenna was designed using the given specifications. The design can be 

seen in figure 21a and 21b. In 21a, the sIot is situated at the middIe of the sIot. In Fig. 21b, the sIot 

has been shifted towards the right of sIot by a distance of 27.55 mm from the middIe of the sIot. 
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Fig. 21a. λ/2 sIot antenna with the port in the middIe  

 

          

 

Fig. 21b. λ/2 sIot antenna with the sIot at a distance of 25.55 mm right of middIe 

 

S. No. Component specification Measurement 

1 Width 40.70 mm 

2 Height 36.25 mm 

3 SIot Iength 31.77 mm 

4 SIot width 0.28 mm 

5 Distance of the port from center 25.55 mm 

 

TabIe 3 Design specification tabIe 
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4.4.2 S parameters and surface currents 

 

The S11 parameter of the antenna can be seen in the figure 22. The antenna is not very weII matched 

at the frequency of 2.4 GHz and the parametric anaIysis, as seen in figure 23 denotes an iII matched 

antenna which remains unabIe to harness RF at higher IeveIs.  

 

Fig. 22a ResuIts for the haIf waveIength antenna with the port at the middIe  

 

 

Fig. 22b S11 parameter resuIts 
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Fig. 22c Smith chart simuIation  

 

 

The fig. 23(a & b) gives us an idea of the IeveI of matching we may achieve with the parametric anaIysis 

and using the stepping-up technique of the antenna designing. Figures 23a and 23b give us the 

parametric anaIysis with varied width and Iength. The matching at 2.415 GHz improves drasticaIIy and 

the match gives the best trough depth of -30.31 dB. The -10dB bandwidth of 0.088 provides a very 

narrow band which wouId hinder the harvesting of a wider band of frequencies. Fig. 24 shows the 

surface currents of the antenna. 
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Fig 23a parametric anaIysis by varying the heights  

 

Fig. 23b parametric anaIysis by varying the width  
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Fig. 24 Surface currents in the λ/2 antenna 

 

4.4.3 Radiation patterns  

 

The radiation patterns of the antenna can be seen in the figures beIow (25 a-d). The figure 25a 

depicts the 3D farfieId radiation pattern of the antenna. In fig. 25a, the directionaI properties of the 

sIot antenna become cIearIy visibIe. The maximum directive gain was simuIated to be 5.475 dBi. The 

antenna obtained its highest gain at its centre aIong the Z-axis.  

 

In Fig. 25 b, c & d, the radiation patterns are dispIayed for XY, YZ and XZ pIanes respectiveIy. These 

patterns reconfirm the directionaI properties of the antenna. 
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Fig. 25a 3D farfieId resuIts of the antenna 

 

 

Fig. 25b Radiation pattern in the XY pIane 
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Fig. 25c Radiation pattern in YZ pIane 

 

Fig. 25d Radiation pattern in XZ pIane 
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4.4.4 fuII waveIength (λ) sIot antenna 

 

TheoreticaIIy, by feeding a λ/2 sIot near an edge by a microstrip Iine, the magnetic current 

distribution (eIectric fieId aIong the sIot) can be manipuIated to create a nuII near the feed point 

which produces a second resonance mode with a frequency sIightIy Iarger than that of the first one. 

When appropriateIy fed, these two resonances can merge and resuIt in an antenna with a much 

Iarger bandwidth or two separate bands of operation with simiIar radiation characteristics. 

Microstrip-fed, sIot antennas were theoreticaIIy and practicaIIy studied.  

AIso, experimentaI investigations on very wide sIot antennas are reported by various authors [2]–[5]. 

The drawback of these antennas are: 1) they require a Iarger surface areas for the sIot and a much 

Iarger area for the conducting pIane around the sIot and 2) the cross poIarization IeveIs change 

versus frequency and is reIativeIy higher at certain frequencies in the band [2]–[4], and [6]. This is 

mainIy because of the fact that these antennas can support two orthogonaI modes with cIose 

resonant frequencies. The advantages of these antennas is that their wide-band eIement can be 

used as a buiIding bIock in design of muIti-eIement antennas that can generate Iarger overaII 

bandwidths with Iesser number of radiating eIements and much smaIIer size than the existing muIti-

eIement antennas such as Iog-periodic arrays etc.   

To create the fuII λ-waveIength sIot antenna, a simpIe sIot antenna design was seIected and the 

Iayout of the same can be seen in the figure 26 and 27 beIow. The totaI Iength of the antenna was 

98 mm and the totaI width of the antenna was 60 mm. The Iength of the sIot however was 96 mm 

and the width was 1 mm. The thickness of the myIar substrate used in designing the antenna was 

0.6mm. The HSMS 2862-079 diode was used at the port.  The diode has been discussed in section 

3.3. 
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Fig. 26 Front of the 50-Ohm sIot antenna 

 

Fig. 27 Backside of a sIot antenna 

 

4.4.5 S-parameters:   

 

The S-parameter simuIations for the design can be seen beIow. The antenna here has been matched 

at vaIue of -25.06 dB at 2.415 GHz. A bandwidth of 0.185 made this antenna very much suitabIe for 

the purpose of energy harvesting.  
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Fig. 28 S-parameters of the sIot antenna  

 

4.4.6 Parametric anaIysis: 

 

The parametric anaIysis of the sIot antenna can be seen in the figures 29a,b and c  beIow. Figure 29a 

denotes the anaIysis whiIe varying the height, figure 29b denotes the anaIysis by varying the width, 

figure 29c denotes the anaIysis with varied sIot Iength. 

 

 

In the graphs beIow,  

 

A – Width of the antenna 

B – Height of the antenna 

S- SIot Iength of the antenna 
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Fig. 29a parametric anaIysis whiIe varying the height 

 

Fig. 29b parametric anaIysis whiIe varying the width 
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Fig. 29c. Parametric anaIysis whiIe varying the sIot Iength  

 

4.4.7 Surface currents: 

 

The surface currents for the 50-Ohm sIot antenna can be observed in Fig. 30. It denotes 2 different 

modes as expected with the usage of a fuII waveIength, λ sIot antenna. The peak vaIue of current is 

expectedIy observed at the edges and right at the middIe position of the port where the diode was 

pIaced. 
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Fig. 30 Surface currents of the 50-Ohm sIot antenna  

 

 

4.4.8 Radiation patterns 

 

The radiation patterns from Fig. 31 denote the directionaI properties of the antenna. As expected, 

the 3D FarfieId pattern attains its maxima in Iine with the Iocation of the port and the antenna has a 

Dir. Gain of 6.625 dBi. The PoIar 2D patterns (Fig. 32-34) aIso point to the same with directionaI 

pIots. 
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Fig.31 FarfieId Radiation pattern 

 

 

Fig. 32 Radiation pattern – xz pIane 
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Fig. 33 Radiation pattern – yz pIane 

 

 

Fig. 34 Radiation pattern in XY-pIane 
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It is possibIe to designs the sIot antenna to match the impedance of a rectifier. Both reaI and 

imaginary part need to be matched. As an exampIe, a design has been matched for the 20-Ω of the 

HSMS 7630-079 diode, the chip has been discussed in section 3.4. It shouId be noted that the 

imaginary part shouId aIso be matched. There is no information avaiIabIe from the manufacturer 

regarding the compIex impedance of the chip. A process to create a matching circuit for a typicaI 50 

ohm input impedance is described in the foIIowing chapters.  

A sIot antenna with wider dimensions was aIso simuIated to compare the difference in matching 

with a bigger antenna. The resuIts are shown beIow in Fig. 35-37. AIthough the antenna gave a wider 

bandwidth, the cost efficiency of the antenna due to its huge size and cumbersome aperture 

demoted the feasibiIity of the design as a cost efficient antenna for energy harvesting purposes. 

 

 

 

Fig. 35 front of the 20 Ohm sIot antenna with wider dimensions (120mm X 100mm)  
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Fig. 36 Backside of the same antenna  

 

 

S. No Parameter Dimensions 

1 Iength of the antenna 120 mm 

2 Width of the antenna 100 mm 

3 Iength of the sIot 114.75 mm 

4 Width of the sIot 1.25 mm 

 

TabIe 4 Dimensions of the sIot antenna with Iarger dimensions 
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Fig. 37 S-parameter resuIts  

 

 

 

 

 

ConcIusion: 

 

Various antennas are discussed in this chapter. Their S11 patterns at 2.4 GHz are shown and aIong 

with that, their surface currents and radiation patterns were denoted and discussed in the sub-

sections. The chapter started with the discussion on dipoIe antennas and continued into UWB 

antennas and sIot antennas. The chapter graduaIIy demonstrated the S-parameters aIong with the 

surface currents and the radiation patterns aIong with the discussion invoIving the antenna which 

were considered during the construction of this thesis.  

The section 4.1 defined the goaIs which were set whiIe expIoring the antennas and the expectations 

which were present from every antenna which was evaIuated. The requirements of a wideband 
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antenna working at the WiFi frequency and with a very good matching at 2.4 GHz or nearest to that 

was discussed.  

In section 4.2, the dipoIe antennas were discussed. A haIf-wave dipoIe antenna was designed and 

simuIated. The S11 simuIations resuIts of the haIf-waveIength dipoIe antenna had a significantIy good 

matching of -31.67 dB at 2.41 GHz. The 3D farfieId radiation pattern demonstrated the 

omnidirectionaI properties of the antenna and the directive gain of the antenna was simuIated to be 

2.357 dBi. The omnidirectionaI gain of the antenna was simuIated to be 2.34 dBi.  However, due to a 

very narrow bandwidth and baIun properties of the antenna, it was not very suitabIe for the purpose 

of energy harvesting.  

In section 4.3, the UItra-Wide-Band (UWB) antennas were discussed. The main advantage of using a 

UWB antenna as the name suggests, has a very wide band of -10dB passband frequency. The 

matching was simuIated at as -27.14 dB at 2.4 GHz and went as Iow as -33 dB for higher frequencies. 

The surface currents distributions at 2.4 GHz and 5.4 GHz were dispIayed. The distribution patterns 

at 2.4 GHz were more even and uniform across the inner edges of the feedIine and the ground 

pIanes. At 5.4 GHz however, the distribution wasn’t as even and uniform as it was for 2.4 GHz.  The 

3D farfieId resuIts denoted the directionaI properties of the antenna with a directive gain of 2.723 

dBi achieved. The omnidirectionaI properties aIong the XZ pIane radiation pattern can be observed 

with a Iobe magnitude of 2.82 dBi. The antenna was fabricated and tested and the resuIts wouId be 

compared and discussed in chapter 8.  

Section 4.4 deaIt with the sIot antennas. The section was divided into two sections which deaIt with 

λ/2 waveIength sIot antenna and λ-waveIength sIot antenna respectiveIy. In the chapter where λ/2 

antenna was discussed, two antennas were compared which were same in dimensions but the 

positioning of the port was different. In the first design, the port was pIaced in the middIe of the sIot 

and in the second one, the port was moved to the side of the sIot. The design in which the port was 

dispIaced by 25.55 mm from the center of the sIot (Fig. 27b) gave a matching of -21.18 dB at 2.415 

GHz. The middIe positioning of the sIot gave no match whatsoever at the desired frequency. A 

parametric anaIysis was done for the antenna and the main criteria, the Iength of the aperture and 

the height of the antenna aperture were varied and the resuIts were thus examined which were on 

dispIay (Fig 36a-c).  The variation in matchings and positioning of a match with changes foIIowed a 

famiIiar pattern. Reducing the height reduced the quaIity of the match and moved the matching to 

the Ieft and the right of the desired frequency. Increasing the height moved the match to the right of 

the desired frequency hence giving a match at a higher frequency and decreasing the height resuIted 

in a match towards the Ieft of the desired frequency at a Iower vaIue. In case of Iength, the anaIysis 
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foIIowed the pattern of improved and unimproved match with the changes in frequency. The 

reducing the Iength reduced the matching. When the sIot Iength was anaIysed, the simuIation 

dispIayed some very intriguing resuIts (Fig. 36c). The matching worsened at the frequency with both 

increase and decrease in the Iength of the sIot  
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Chapter 5 

 

Designing the equivaIent circuit of the antenna 

 

5.1   FinaIised CST antenna design 

 

In chapter 4, the seIection of the antenna using CST as a tooI was discussed. The λ-waveIength sIot 

antenna was seIected. The antenna (Fig. 1) gave a significantIy good match with a wider bandwidth 

which is ideaI for the purpose of energy harvesting.  The matching resuIts can be seen in Fig.2.   

 

 

Fig. 1 SeIected sIot antenna design 

 

Fig. 2 the S-parameter match of the antenna with the matching at 2.415 GHz 
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Once the optimised antenna was finaIised in CST, it was then required to export the antenna system 

to ADS for a reaI time simuIation using an input signaI and comparing that with the output of the 

antenna as weII as investigating the changes in the seIected input signaI to evaIuate the working 

efficiency of the antenna. 

The CST antenna was thus converted into a touchstone *.s1p fiIe, which is effectiveIy a notepad text 

fiIe with the numericaI data and design information assembIed in it. For that, the design impedance 

was set at 50-Ω and the fiIe was exported to touchstone.  

 

 

Fig. 3 Steps for the conversion of the fiIe to an s1p fiIe 

 

To use this fiIe in ADS, the s1p component in a schematic design was caIIed and pIaced. To use the 

s1p component, the s1p fiIe saved from CST is caIIed from inside the component. The s1p 

component wiII then refer to the data stored in the caIIed fiIe and the CST antenna fiIe wiII therefore 

be impIemented. The component can be seen in Fig. 4 beIow.  
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Fig. 4 The s1p component in ADS 

 

Once the component has been pIaced and the desired fiIe has been caIIed by the component, to 

simuIate the S-parameter properties of the antenna and to verify if the antenna foIIowed the same 

simuIation patterns as it did in CST. For this purpose, we pIaced a terminaI-port of 50-Ω near the 

antenna and simuIate its S-parameter properties via S-parameter component. The resuIts can be 

seen In Fig.5 beIow. Fig.5 denotes that the antenna worked perfectIy with ADS. The antenna was 

thus ready to be used in ADS.  

 

 

Fig. 5 The S-parameter pIot of the antenna  

 

5.2 DeveIopment of equivaIent circuits 

 

Whenever it is needed to predict how something is going to behave it is not necessary to anaIyse 

things down to the Iowest possibIe IeveI. For exampIe, when current fIows in a resistor, one does 
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not need to know what happens to every atom in the resistor. The abiIity to describe what happens 

to a Iarge number of atoms in the resistor by using a macromodeI for the resistor is convenient.   

Thevenin EquivaIent Circuits - or TECs - are macromodeIs that are used to modeI eIectricaI sources. 

Those sources are as diverse as batteries, stereo ampIifiers and microwave transmitters [3].    A 

Thevenin EquivaIent Circuit is used to expIain some of the things that happen when you use sources. 

The Thevenin’s Theorem states that it is possibIe to simpIify any Iinear circuit, no matter how 

compIex, to an equivaIent circuit with just a singIe voItage source and series resistance connected to 

a Ioad. Thevenin’s Theorem is especiaIIy usefuI in anaIysing power systems and other circuits where 

one particuIar resistor in the circuit (caIIed the “Ioad” resistor) is subject to change, and re-

caIcuIation of the circuit is necessary with each triaI vaIue of Ioad resistance, to determine voItage 

across it and current through it. Thevenin’s Theorem makes this easy by temporariIy removing the 

Ioad resistance from the originaI circuit and reducing what’s Ieft to an equivaIent circuit composed 

of a singIe voItage source and series resistance. The Ioad resistance can then be re-connected to this 

“Thevenin equivaIent circuit” and caIcuIations carried out as if the whoIe network were nothing but 

a simpIe series circuit 

EquivaIent circuit of a receiver antenna, is a method to create a Thevenin equivaIent of the antenna 

to improve the understanding of the antenna functioning and to impIement an equivaIent of an 

antenna in an exchange between software which do not support each other's fiIes. Since circuit 

simuIation is generaIIy executed in time-domain simuIator such as SPICE and ADS, a generaIised 

modeI antenna equivaIent circuit is required for simuIation purposes.   

To design the equivaIent circuit of an antenna, the first and the foremost requirement is the 

matching of the input impedances. In the Wide Band communication systems, Antennas work as 

puIse-Phase Shifters. Bandwidth Iimitations of the antenna resuIt in as the frequency-domain 

transfer function and time-domain distortion. The equivaIent circuit design shouId capture the 

distortion so that one can compensate at the transmitting end or the receiving end. 

Extensive studies have reveaIed the determination of the input-impedance function. The modeI 

introduces a Ioad resistor or a fiIter-network to reproduce the radiated waveform. By designing the 

fiIter or a combination of fiIters, the radiated waveform was reproduced and after some extensive 

optimisation, the resuIts matched to those of the radiated waveform. 

One of the signature benefits of the hybrid narrower-band modeI with a comparabIe macro-modeI 

usage in the design is the reduced compIexity of the circuits describing the macro-modeI network 

thus impIemented which generaIIy improves the steadiness of the data fitting process by minimising 

the effect of macro-modeI variabIes. 
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Since circuit simuIation were generaIIy executed in time-domain simuIator such as SPICE and ADS as 

mentioned earIier, a generaIised modeI antenna equivaIent circuit was required for simuIation 

purposes.  To generate the equivaIent circuit, the antenna was to be used in time-domain to 

generate the transient pIots of the reaI and imaginary parts of the transmitted signaI from the 

antenna. To shift to the time-domain soIver, the transient component is pIaced and the simuIation 

and the reaI and the imaginary parts of the input and the output impedances, nameIy Z1 and Z2 

were determined. A pIot showing the attributes of the reaI and the imaginary parts was pIotted for 

both input impedance and output impedance respectiveIy and they can be seen in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b 

respectiveIy.  

 

 

Fig. 6a InitiaI transient input impedance (Z1) pIot without tuning  

 

Fig. 6b InitiaI transient output impedance (Z2) pIot without tuning 
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Once the transient impedance resuIts were avaiIabIe, they gave an idea as to how the response of 

the equivaIent circuit of the antenna wouId appear. The idea now was to estimate an initiaI 

equivaIent circuit which wouId match the initiaI impedance pIot of the antenna. The method of 

which is discussed in the section beIow.  

 

5.3 Assumptions of the equivaIent circuit and initiaI assumed vaIues 

 

WhiIe observing the S-parameter as weII as the transient output impedances Z1 and Z2 correIations 

of the reaI and the imaginary patterns of the antenna, it was examined and estimated that to 

construct an equivaIent antenna, it was estimated to require one Series R-I-C network aIong with a 

pair of paraIIeI R-C networks connected in series with vaIues seIected in manner which  enabIes 

obtaining the initiaI peak at 1.25 GHz and a second R-C paraIIeI network with a resistors and an 

inductor in series to go with a capacitor in paraIIeI and which has vaIues which give a peak at 4.75 

GHz.  

Using the formuIa to obtain the XI and XC vaIues, suitabIe equations for some initiaI vaIues of I and C 

were caIcuIated at 1.25 GHz and 4.75 Ghz respectiveIy. The estimated equivaIent circuit with its 

initiaI assumed vaIues can be seen in Fig. 7 beIow.  
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Fig. 7 InitiaI assumed equivaIent circuit design 

 

Once the estimated equivaIent circuit was designed, it was pushed into heiarchy to create a 

component which was then pIaced in pIace of the antenna component in the Transient simuIation 

circuit. Once the heiarchy component was simuIated, its resuIts were evaIuated. 

The resuIts thus evaIuated were significantIy offset from the pIaces where we expected and 

anticipated them to be. To soIve this issue, the technique of Tuning was used.  In tuning, the 

parameters are assigned a range in which they can be changed. With every parameter now acting as 

a variabIe, by changing the variabIes, the effect of that particuIar change in the simuIation resuIts 

can be observed. A Tuning paneI can be seen in the fig. 8 beIow. 
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Fig. 8 Tuning parameter paneI 

 

By adjusting the tuning vaIues in the paneI, the variation in resuIt was observed. AIthough a perfect 

matching was not obtained, the matchings were at the right pIace now in the design as it can be 

seen in Fig. 9a and 9b.  

 

 

Fig. 9a ReaI part of impedances after tuning  
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Fig. 9b Imaginary part impedances  after tuning 

  

 

The resuIts after tuning aIthough improved significantIy from the initiaI stage as previousIy seen in 

Fig. 6a and 6b, the resuIts were not satisfactory enough stiII to be considered as the equivaIent 

design of the antenna[1]. The peaks of of the matching were not at a simiIar IeveI and some further 

modifications were required with either the circuit or the vaIues.  

To SoIve this issue, the componenets which were earIier put in the tuning mode were now switched 

to optimisation mode. Optimization in agiIent ADS is an automated procedure of achieving the 

circuit performance in which ADS can modify the circuit component vaIues in order to meet the 

specific optimization goaIs. It is worth noting that care shouId be taken whiIe setting up the goaIs to 

be achieved and it shouId be practicaIIy possibIe eIse it wiII not be possibIe to meet the goaIs. AIso 

the component vaIues which are being optimized shouId be within the practicaI Iimits and this needs 

to be decided by designers considering the practicaI Iimitations[2].  

 

To define the goaIs for optimisation, it was necessary to understand the needs and the objectives of 

those goaIs prior to their impIementation. The main objective goaIs of the optimisation were to 

maximise the difference between the reaI parts of S1,1 and S2,2 aIong with equating the imaginary 

parts of S1,1 and S2,2 to zero(Fig. 10) . The goaIs were thus impIemented for the frequency range of 

1GHz to 4GHz.  
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Fig. 10 The goaIs for the reaI and the imaginary parts in ADS  

 

Once the goaIs were set, the optimisation was then run. The optimisation window can be seen in fig. 

11. As the optimisation was run, it changed the vaIues of the components within the permissibIe 

range and then changed the vaIue to get either an equaI or a resuIt cIosest to the goaIs set. More 

often than not, the optimisation goaIs are met.  

 

 

Fig. 11 The intermediate stage of optimisation window in ADS design  

 

Once the optimisation was compIete, the resuIts were dispIayed. The fuIIy optimised resuIts of the 

equivaIent circuit for the antenna can be seen in Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b. The resuIts now have a near 

perfect match at the desired frequencies.  
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Fig. 12a. FuIIy optimised reaI part impedances 

 

 

Fig. 12b. FuIIy optimised imaginary part impedances 

As the optimisation presented satisfying resuIts, the circuit was thus examined for the specific vaIues 

of each component. The fuIIy optimised hierarchy circuit component can be seen in Fig. 13.  
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Fig. 13. The Hierarchy component with optimised component vaIues 

 

As the figure does not show aII the vaIues cIearIy, the vaIues can be seen cIearIy in tabIe 1 beIow. 

The vaIues corresponded to the resuIts obtained from the optimiser simuIator.  

 

Component VaIue 

Resistor R7 45-Ω 

Inductor I3 11 nH 

Capacitor C3 10.807 pF 

Resistor R1 558-Ω 

Capacitor C2 1.70025 pF 

Resistor R5 1-Ω 

Inductor I2 8.62 nH 

Resistor R2 475.5-Ω 

Capacitor C1 294.507 pF 

Resistor R4  15-Ω 

Inductor I1 736.174 pH 

 

TabIe 1 Specific component vaIues for the fuIIy optimised circuit 
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 5.4 ConcIusion 

 

This chapter deaIt with exporting the CST design of the antenna and then caIIing it into ADS. The 

antenna this caIIed was used as an ADS component and its reaI and imaginary impedances were 

compared in time domain. The antenna was to be made into an equivaIent circuit using simpIe 

Iumped components so that it can be impIemented in further usage. A circuit was guessed which 

was estimated to obtain its peaks at 1.25 GHz and 4.75 GHz respectiveIy. As the circuit was 

estimated, it was designed. To improve the functionaIity of the circuit, the Iumped components 

were put into tuning and every component was individuaIIy tuned. The resuIts thus provided were 

comparativeIy better. To create a fuIIy optimised design, the Iumped components were put into 

optimisation mode and the goaIs were define to maximise the difference between reaI-part of the 

input and the output impedances and to zero the resuItant of the imaginary-part of the impedances. 

The equivaIent circuit was fuIIy optimised using optimiser and a bIock-component was created for 

the equivaIent circuit to be used in the further stages of the design which are discussed in the 

chapters to foIIow. 
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Chapter 6  

 

ADS SimuIations  

 

 

6.1 ADS circuit design  

 

In chapter 5, the Antenna equivaIent circuit design was thus made as discussed in the earIier 

chapters. It is as shown beIow. 

 

 

Fig.1 The equivaIent circuit modeI for the antenna 

 

 

As the purpose of the equivaIent circuit was fuIfiIIed, the circuit was now converted into an antenna 

component. The component was now to be pIaced in ADS and a matching network was to be 

designed to achieve the goaIs of power with higher voItage IeveIs in an efficient way. 

To obtain the most efficient output, it was necessary to impIement a fuII wave rectifier to utiIise the 

entire RF as weII as AC input signaIs and converting those signaIs into DC with maximum effect.  
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An extensive search to find the suitabIe diode for energy harvesting purposes was run and after 

comparing the vitaI aspects of the diodes (Section 3.4), HSMS 2860-079 diode was preferred for the 

purpose of rectification. The criticaI aspects of the diodes which were put into consideration in the 

process were its functionaIity at the high frequency of 2.4 GHz, turn on voItage which was preferred 

to be as Iow as possibIe, higher isoIation, better thermaI conductivity and higher power dissipation. 

The mentioned aspects of design have been wideIy discussed (section 3.4). After aII the comparisons 

and considerations, the HSMS 2860-079 diode was preferred and was thus impIemented into the 

design due to its finer response and better rectification credentiaIs at the desired frequency. 

Once the diode was finaIised, a fiIter was to be added to the circuit after the diode in series to taper 

off the AC and the RF components on the input which has passed through the diode.  Since the 

received signaI at the antenna had RF power with AC components, it required a fuII wave rectifier to 

eradicate the RF and the AC component of power by converting it into DC. Once this procedure was 

done, it was required to have a Iow pass fiIter added after the diodes to smoothen the rippIes which 

were Ieft after the rectification. WhiIe considering the various types of fiIters, a 3rd order 

Butterworth fiIter was preferred.  

A Butterworth fiIter has the maximaIIy fIat response in the pass-band. At the cut-off frequency, ωc, 

the attenuation is -3dB. Above the -3dB point the attenuation is reIativeIy steep with a roII-off IeveI 

of -20dB/decade/poIe. That was ideaI for the purpose of eradicating the rippIes and enhancing the 

received rectified input through the diodes. The idea behind preferring the 3rd order Iow pass 

Butterworth fiIter was to have a steep attenuation to obtain the perfect match at the desired 

frequency and in time domain, to obtain the a steeper, higher peak for maximum magnitude of 

received voItage.  

To start off the ADS simuIations, instead of using a fuII wave rectifier, a singIe diode was 

impIemented initiaIIy for haIf wave rectification and the 3rd order Iow-pass Butterworth fiIter was 

added in the circuit after the impIementation of the diode. The schematics can be seen in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the 3rd order Iow pass fiIter with the diode and antenna component 

 

The transient output was simuIated after impIementing a power source before the antenna 

component. The transient simuIation resuIts can be seen in Fig. 3.  

 

 

 

Fig.3. Transient simuIation resuIts of input voItage vs output voItage 

 

As per the schematic (Fig.2), the Input voItage or the source voItage, nameIy Vs was the voItage 

measured between the input power source and the ADS antenna component. The output voItage, 

nameIy VI was the voItage across the resistor in the Butterworth fiIter. The simuIation pIotted (Fig.3) 

the source voItage against the Ioad voItage. As it can be seen in the graph, the maximum input 
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voItage Vmax was randomIy set at 5V peak-to-peak. The simuIated output voItage showed a 

magnitude of 2.25V peak-to-peak. The vaIue was significantIy Iow as the reaI avaiIabIe voItage in a 

system wouId not be 5 VoIts.  

Since the need for absoIute eradication of the RF and the AC-component rippIe was there, the idea 

of microstrip Iines was introduced into the design. A microstrip transmission Iine is a "top-grade" 

printed circuit design, featuring a track of copper or other conductor on an insuIating substrate. 

There is a "back-pIane" on the other side of the substrate, made-up of a simiIar conductor. At one 

end, there is a conductor, which is the track on the top, and another conductor, which is the 

backpIane on the bottom. A microstrip is therefore a variant of a two-wire transmission Iine [1].  

As the design majorIy ignored the RF and the AC powers, onIy one side of the microstrip 

transmission Iine was preferred to be used for phase shifting processes.  Phase shifters are devices 

used to adjust transmission phase in a system, they can be fixed phase digitaI phase shifters or 

anaIogue variabIe types. Microstrips have been popuIar for decades because they exhibit a Iow 

profiIe, smaII size, Iightweight, Iow manufacturing cost, high efficiency, and an easy method of 

fabrication and instaIIation.  

As the requirement was to shift the phase of the input signaI from the antenna to maximise the 

received signaI post rectification and fiIter.  A coupIe of microstrips were added to the schematic 

(Fig. 4) and their dimensions were put into tuning. The foIIowing pattern was observed when the 

design was simuIated with an input signaI of 2.23V peak-to-peak voItage.  
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Fig. 4 FuII-wave rectifier with microstrip Iines  

 

When the circuit was simuIated with the ampIitude voItage of 2.23V, the resuIts were as they appear 

in Fig.5.  The resuIts show a pIot between the voItages received at the microstrip Iines vs the voItage 

received at the Ioad resistor. It shouId be noted that for the 2.23V peak-to-peak voItage transmitted, 

onIy 0.87 VoIts was avaiIabIe at the microstrips which were rectified to 1.27V at the Ioad resistor. 

 

 

 

Fig.5 The simuIation resuIts of the fuII wave rectifier with microstrip Iine design 

 

As the voItage received at the Ioad resistor was effectiveIy haIf of the transmitted voItage, the 

output power was correspondingIy Iower (Fig. 6). 
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Fig.6. PIot between the input-power against the output power 

 

As the fuII wave rectifier fetched significantIy Iower output voItage and power IeveIs, it was required 

to design a phase shifter using microstrips and a set of diodes to accompIish the process of 

rectification. To successfuIIy accompIish the fuII-wave positive rectification, it was essentiaI to spIit 

the incoming RF signaI from the transmitting antenna into two haIves and phase shifting them as 

weII as rectifying them in order to obtain two equaI haIf-wave rectified waves whose phases were 

just enough so that their peaks didn’t overIap or intersect. The two haIf-wave rectified signaIs were 

then to be merged before the fiIter.  

The main concern thence was to find the suitabIe microstrips as weII as the phase shifts to obtain 

the improved output and better rectification. A preIiminary test was conducted to determine the 

need of the type of microstrip Iine or an array of microstrip Iines in the design.  

For the preIiminary tests, 2 standardised diodes were pIaced in paraIIeI with a microstrip pIace 

before the second one as it can be seen in Fig. 7.  The remaining part of the circuit remained the 

same as Fig.4.  
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Fig. 7 Schematic design of the preIiminary microstrip test 

  

The resuIts of the simuIation can be seen beIow. What is worth mentioning in the simuIation resuIts 

as they can be seen in Fig. 8  is that the output power, nameIy VI attains its peak at a vaIue greater 

than the now pre-set input voItage vaIue of 2.23V and peaks at 2.37V aIthough the peak is attained 

for onIy a very smaII fraction of time. The ampIitude of the output power however graduaIIy decIines 

and goes way beIow 2V in time.  

 

 

Fig. 8 SimuIation resuIts for the preIiminary circuit design 

 

Since the requirement was of a consistent output voItage with an output as high and as consistent as 

possibIe with minimaIistic rippIes, the preIiminary design was rejected. 
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A requirement thus arose to find the suitabIe phase shift and hence the suitabIe microstrip 

combination to faciIitate that phase shift. To begin with a preIiminary search for a suitabIe phase 

shifting microstrip array composition, a phase shifter of 270o phase shift was impIemented and the 

chips were matched at the 1 GHz frequency in the preIiminary tests. The schematics can be seen in 

Fig.9. 

 

Fig. 9 2700 phase-shift microstrip array design schematics  

 

Fig. 10 2700 phase-shift microstrip array design simuIation resuIts 

 

As it can be seen in Fig.10, aIthough the output voItage graduaIIy increased in magnitude and was 

reIativeIy higher than the previous simuIation resuIts (Fig. 8), some significant rippIe was present of 

the RF-voItage with AC component which graduaIIy increased with increasing time and ampIitude. 
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Despite the presence of a rippIe, the 270o phase-shift Iayout yieIded some satisfactory resuIts. This 

phase-shift design was hence fine-tuned using tuning parameters to eradicate the rippIe and aIso 

improve the resuIts in the due process. The matching was kept the same at 1GHz. The antenna 

component was disabIed to evaIuate the effects of the antenna. The schematic and the resuIts can 

be seen in Fig.11 and 12.  

 

 

Fig.11 Schematic with disabIed antenna component and tuned microstrips  

 

Fig. 12 SimuIation resuIts for the schematic with disabIed antenna component and tuned microstrips 

 

The rippIe and the distortion goes from bad to worse when the antenna component is disabIed. 

When the antenna component was enabIed, the resuIts appeared to be more settIed with 

minimaIistic rippIes. 
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Fig. 13 Tuned microstrip design with enabIed antenna component 

 

 

 

Fig. 14 SimuIations resuIts for the tuned microstrip design with enabIed antenna component 

 

 

 

With the antenna component enabIed, the wayward rippIes of AC and RF component were 

drasticaIIy reduced. The output voItage dispIayed a peak voItage at 3V against the standard input 

voItage of 2.23V. The consistency of peak voItage vaIue was aIso significantIy higher and minimaI 

rippIes were present. But, since in the preIiminary tests the microstrips were matched at 1 GHz over 

a signaI which had a frequency of 2.43 GHz, this design couId not have been used.  

Microstrips of the design were then designed to match at 2.43 GHz. The criticaI parameters of the 

microstrip, such as its effective impedance, its matching frequency and its eIectricaI Iength were put 

into tuning to improvise the resuIts. The design and the resuIts can be seen in Fig. 15 and 16.  
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Fig. 15 Schematic design with microstrips matched at 2.43 GHz 

 

 

Fig. 16 SimuIations resuIts for the design with microstrips matched at 2.43 GHz 

 

As it couId be seen in Fig. 16, the peak output voItage vaIue was significantIy higher than the one 

obtained with the microstrips matched at 1 GHz in the preIiminary tests with the output-voItage 

peaking at 3.62V and becoming consistent at the 3V mark. As there were some minor concerns such 

the rippIe in the initiaI stages were higher which got better in time, the design was then to be 

optimised to get the best possibIe resuIt.  

For optimisation, aII the components were put in the optimisation mode and the goaIs were defined. 

The goaIs that were required were to maximise the output voItage and to minimise the rippIes. Once 

the goaIs were defined, aII the parameters were assigned some practicaIIy and reaIisticaIIy feasibIe 

ranges. Once the goaIs were set, the optimisation was then run. The functioning of optimisation 
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window as discussed in chapter 5, was impIemented in the design here. The resuIts can be seen in 

Fig. 17. 

 

 

Fig. 17 The simuIation resuIts of the design after optimisation 

 

Fig. 18 Power input vs Power output graphs for the optimised design 

 

As eminent from the figure, the rippIes were minimized and the output voItage peaked at 3.4V with 

the average vaIue in time normaIising at 2.85V. The power IeveIs (Fig. 18) aIso go significantIy higher 

from the design which featured diodes for rectification (Fig. 6). The output power IeveIs aIso 

attained consistency once they reach a certain IeveI. TabIe 1 shows the vaIues of the components via 

optimisation. 

 

Component VaIue 

Resistor R7 45 Ω 

Inductor I3 11 nH 

Capacitor C3 10.807 pF 

Resistor R1 558 Ω 
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Capacitor C2 1.70025 pF 

Resistor R5 1 Ω 

Inductor I2 8.62 nH 

Resistor R2 475.5 Ω 

Capacitor C1 294.507 pF 

Resistor R4  15 Ω 

Inductor I1 736.174 pH 

Resistor R8 5k-Ω 

 

TabIe 1 Optimised vaIues for the schematic  

 

TabIe 1 provides some cruciaI data worth observing. In order to optimise the schematic, the 

optimiser aIso incIudes the equivaIent antenna component vaIues to optimise the components to 

obtain the best possibIe resuIts. The resuIts shown in Fig. 17 and 18 were without impIementing 

those changes into the equivaIent antenna design but they were impIemented in the schematic. The 

tabIe for the changes which took pIace can be seen beIow (TabIe 2).  

 

Component VaIue 

Capacitor C1 1 pF 

Capacitor C2 1 pF  

Inductor I1 440 nH 

Resistor R8 5k-Ω 

 

 

TabIe 2 Updated schematic vaIues 

 

As the vaIues were within the theoreticaIIy and practicaIIy reaIisabIe range, the vaIues were finaIised 

and the design was now to be constructed in the Iayout. 

 

 

  6.2    Iayout exportation and designing  

 

Iayout in ADS is the 3D representation and reaIisation of the schematic design. As a 3D visuaIisation 

mask is necessary to create a design out of schematics, we use the Iayout technique to create the 

simuIation repIica of the physicaI design. To create the Iayout, the Iumped component were 
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required to be swapped with some certain components by makers which were aIso the Iayout 

component aIong with being the Iumped component. Once the component were changed, the 

biggest issue which arose was that certain Iayout component did not possess the same component 

vaIue as desired. For such instances, the components which compIied with the attribute and had a 

vaIue as cIose to the desired vaIue as possibIe. Once the vaIues were updated, a Iayout was then 

created with the schematic. 

 

 

 

Fig. 19 the Iayout generated from the schematic  

 

In Fig. 19, the Iayout generated from the schematic showing the fiIters can be seen. What is visibIe in 

the figure are the Iumped components of the 3rd order Iow pass Butterworth fiIter. The next task 

now was to create the connections using the Iayout and define the substrate properties. 

The substrate used in the process of designing the Iayout was a duroid manufactured by ROGERS. 

The name of the duroid was ROGERS RO3010. The substrate had a thickness of 0.6 miIIimetres.  

In ADS Iayout, the substrate had to be defined. The assigning of the substrate was compIeted using 

the substrate editor and the substrate definition in ADS can be seen in Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 21 The ADS substrate definition for ROGERS RO3010 duroid substrate 

 

Once the substrate was assigned, the next task in Iine was to create the microstrip Iayout. The 

microstrip reaIisation, as defined by the schematic optimisation, can be seen beIow. 

 

 

Fig. 22 ReaIisation of microstrips in the Iayout using RO3010 duroid substrate 

 

Going back to the schematic design shown in Fig. 15 and coIIecting the microstrip data from the 

microstrip components, the dimensions of the Microstrip transmission Iines are as foIIows:  

 

 

 TI5 Microstrip 

 

Dimensions: 0.399mm X 70.763mm 

 

 TI7 Microstrip 

 

Dimensions: 0.877mm X 60.076mm 
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 TI4 Microstrip  

 

Dimensions: 0.335mm X 53.571mm 

 

 

 

Once the microstrip Iayout was created, it was required to create the connections and design the 

necessary tracks for those connections. To create the connections, it was essentiaI to create the 

track which were nothing but the wiring connections reaIised on the duroid substrate in the Iayout 

design. 

To generate the tracks in Iayout, it was important to understand their usage. The tracks were to be 

created and the Iayout component was then to be caIIed in the schematics for finaI simuIations. The 

tracks were to be made up of the same substrate as the microstrips and have to be used for 

connections. To create that, there were certain connections and junctions which were important in 

generating a Iayout. Fig. 23 shows a few types of connections impIemented. There were certain 

connection points and for those connection points, 2-way, 3-way and 4-way connections to 

compIete the connections on the substrate. To denote the grounded connections, VIAs were put as 

seen in Fig. 23 as P6, P8 and P10. The tracks and the components, as they were reIativeIy smaIIer in 

size, it was necessary to optimise space and the totaI area covered by the duroid chip. To optimise 

the space, the microstrips were pIaced in the verticaI orientation in simuIation in pIace of horizontaI 

orientation. Fig. 24 shows the totaI Iayout reaIisation of microstrips and connection tracks.  

 

Fig. 23 Iayout showing 2 4-way MCROSO microstrip connection components 
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Fig. 24 Iayout reaIisation of the microstrips and the connection tracks 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 25 Zoomed in Iayout tracks depicting tracks for the fiIter 

 

 

Fig. 25 shows the tracks buiIt for the fiIter merging the microstrips.  The Iayout created was then to 

be recaIIed into a schematic and the connections were to be compIeted by fitting the components at 

their respective pIaces. The connections were then to be compIeted by putting the components in 

the space in between.  

The Iumped components which were purchase-wise feasibIe and were decided earIier were pIaced 

after caIIing the Iayout designed in the schematics to anaIyse the finaI simuIation resuIts using actuaI 
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components. Fig. 26 denoted the schematic importation of the Iayout and since it Iooks uncIear, a 

cIearer view of the same has been given in Fig. 27. 

 

 

 

Fig. 26 The schematic importation of the Iayout with components  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 27 A magnified view of the schematic denoting the fiIter circuit with wired tracks. 

 

With the Iayout and the schematic both now compIete with the substrate defined and aII the 

components tuned and optimised to the nearest commerciaIIy avaiIabIe vaIue, the design was 

simuIated. The simuIation resuIts can be seen in the figures beIow (Fig. 28).  
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Fig. 28 SimuIation resuIts with antenna and the originaI vaIues 

 

 

 

Fig. 29 SimuIation resuIts when doubIing the fiIter Iumped-component vaIues 
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Fig. 30 SimuIation resuIts from changing the capacitor vaIue from 1pF to 5pF 

 

Fig. 31 SimuIation resuIts after varying the inductor vaIue from 440nH to 100nH 

 

 

Fig. 32 SimuIation resuIts after varying the resistor vaIue from 5k-Ω to 1k-Ω 
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As it is visibIe in Fig. 28 and Fig. 29, the originaI vaIues dispIayed significantIy higher rippIe than the 

graph when the vaIues of the components were doubIed. However, the peak and the average 

voItage vaIue was reIativeIy higher for the design with originaI vaIues (Fig. 28).  Changes in the 

vaIues of the capacitor, resistor and the inductor were made to eradicate the rippIe avaiIabIe in the 

originaI simuIation. The effect of the changes can be seen in the figures 30-32. 

 The increase in the capacitor vaIue from 1pF to 5pF added another Iayer of rippIes to the output 

which had some more deIay than the normaI one aIong with the presence of the originaI rippIe (Fig. 

30). The voItage peaked just beIow 4.5V and averaged at 3.47V. 

Reduction in the vaIue of the inductor from 440nH to 100nH reduced the ampIitude of the rippIe 

significantIy aIthough the rippIe’s presence was cIearIy visibIe. (Fig. 31).  There was a IittIe segment 

where the rippIe becomes very high but it reduces in time. The voItage with the change in inductor 

vaIue peaked at 4.8V and averaged at 3.92V. 

Reducing the vaIue of the resistor from 5k-Ω to 1k-Ω aIthough nearIy eradicated the rippIe present, 

in spite of that it reduced the output Ioad voItage by a great deaI (Fig. 32). Despite having 

minimaIistic rippIes, the voItage peaked at 2.1V and averaged at 1.78V.  

Figure 33 shows the matching network strip. The two microstrip Iines but without aII the Iumped 

components can cIearIy be seen in the figure. The design was then used for testing, reaIisation and 

simuIation. Fig. 34 shows the design after compIetion. 
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Fig. 33 ADS visuaIisation of the microstrip with connections and without tracks 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 34 The matching network chip consisting of microstrip phase shifters and the Iow-pass fiIter 
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ConcIusion:   

 

This chapter deaIt with a major portion of designing and simuIation in ADS. The chapter started off 

with the impIementation of the antenna equivaIent circuit which was deaIt in chapter 5 and 

continued the design of the matching network. The primary goaI of the matching network was to 

rectify the incoming RF and AC voItage and convert it into DC. A 3rd order Iow pass Butterworth fiIter 

was impIemented for its fIat response in the pass-band and steep attenuation at the cut-off 

frequency. The rectification was done using 3 microstrip Iines to obtain a 270o phase shift and a 

duroid substrate named RO3010 Mfd. By Roger was seIected to mount the matching network. The 

schematic was simuIated and after tuning and optimizing the vaIues, the circuit was finaIised. 

The finaIised vaIues were then adjusted to their nearest commerciaIIy avaiIabIe vaIues and the 

design was thus put into Iayout mode. A Iayout was generated by ADS. The tracks and connection 

points were then created after readjusting the positioning of the microstrips and the fiIter 

components.   

As the tracks were compIeted and the avaiIabIe space was optimised, the Iayout was then recaIIed in 

the schematics. The components were pIaced in their reIevant pIaces and the finaI simuIation was 

done. The resuIts were anaIysed and the simuIation resuIts were then to be compared with the 

practicaI measured ones. The next chapter deaIs with aII the experimentaI measurements. 
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Chapter 7   

 

Power avaiIabIe in a typicaI office environment 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The amount of RF energy can be measured in many different ways. For soIeIy the purpose of this 

research, what was expected of the indoor measurements was to find out the power avaiIabIe in a 

typicaI office environment. To obtain the simpIified resuIts, the department buiIding of the SchooI of 

Engineering and DigitaI Arts nameIy the Jennison buiIding was chosen as the subject environment area 

for the measurement for the sheer ease and accessibiIity of the buiIding.  Some 50 arbitrary pIaces in 

the department were seIected across the department whiIe varying their distances from the WiFi-

routers. A Rhode & Schwartz spectrum anaIyser nameIy R&S© ZVI6 was used to obtain the readings 

from the experiment [1].  

To opt for the best designed antenna and the maximum obtainabIe power, three different antennas 

nameIy the sIot antenna, the UWB antenna and the sIot antenna with the bent coaxiaI cabIe were 

seIected to determine the variation in resuIts and aIso determine the antenna which provided those 

resuIts.  

The antennas mentioned here were designed and fabricated as part of this research work. The fuII 

description and characteristics of these antennas have aIready been discussed in chapter 4. The 

detaiIs of these antennas are as foIIows:  

 

1. SIot antenna  

 

Dimensions: 98mm X 60mm 
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Fig. 1 SIot antenna 

 

 

 

 

 

2. UWB antenna 

Dimensions: 50mm X 48mm 

 

Fig. 2 UWB antenna 

3. Bent coaxiaI cabIe sIot antenna  

 

Dimensions: 98mm X 60mm , Iength of the cabIe= 100mm 
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Fig.3 bent coaxiaI cabIe sIot antenna 

 

 

 

7.2 DepartmentaI guide 

 

The Environment that was seIected, nameIy the Jennison buiIding for future references, has 3 different 

fIoors which are referred as section. Section 1 was the ground fIoor of the main buiIding, section 2 

was the first fIoor of the main buiIding and section 3 was the adjoining connected buiIding fIoor. The 

fIoor pIans can be seen in the figures beIow.  
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Fig. 4 FIoorpIan of the Jennison buiIding Ground fIoor, section 1  

 

Fig.5 FIoorpIan of the Jennison buiIding first fIoor, Section 2 
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Fig. 6 FIoorpIan of the Jennison buiIding, section 3  
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Fig. 7 Ground FIoor-pIan with marked Iocations 
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Fig. 8 First fIoor-pIan of Jennison buiIding with marked Iocations 
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Fig. 9 Stage two buiIdings fIoor-pIan with marked Iocations 

 

The different Iayouts of the Jennison buiIding can be seen above (Fig. 4-6). The arbitrary points were 

then assumed going from the main entrance of the buiIding (Fig4) and the Iocations were assigned 

from thereon as seen in Fig. 7-9. The spectrum anaIyser was thus used to obtain the dBm vaIue of the 

ambient RF power from the fieId at every arbitrary point. These points were taken at a maximum 

distance of 4 meters. Some points were to have better reception than the others due to their cIose 

proximity with the WiFi routers.  

 

The arbitrary Iocations for the tests were picked and marked in the fIoor-pIans which can be seen in 

Fig. 7-9. As the Iocations were seIected, the measurements were started and the resuIts were 

presented in the tabIes. Photographs of the CISCO WIAN access point can be found in Fig.10. 
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Fig. 10 1) CISCO WIAN access point router in rooms and 2) CISCO WIAN access point rounter in sociaI 

areas 

 

CISCO 3602i indoor WIAN access points routers have foIIowing characteristics:  

1. Max transmitted power at 2.4GHz: 23dBm (200 mW)  

2. AvaiIabIe power settings 2-23 dBm (1.56-200 mW)  

3. The access point router (Fig. 10.2) consists of 4x4 MIMO antenna with 3 spatiaI antennas  

4. 20- and 40-MHz channeIs supported  

5. 802.11 dynamic frequency seIection (DFS) 

6. The router (Fig. 10.1) has an omnidirectionaI patch antenna 

 

 

7.3 Measurement resuIts 

 

Once the assumptions were made, the measurements were conducted across the department. The 

resuIts can be seen in Fig. 11 beIow.  
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Fig. 11 FieId measurement graph 

 

The graph shows the various trends of antennas across the experiment. As it can be seen in Fig. 11, 

the characteristics of the antennas vary in different environments and they are never exactIy same at 

any two points despite being adjacent to one another. The average fieId-strength vaIue for the sIot 

antenna was -48.0264 dBW which equates to -18.0624 dBm and 0.0156 mW.   The UWB antenna had 

an average fieId vaIue of -48.5765 dBW which equates to -18.5765 dBm and 0.0138 mW. The sIot 

antenna with bent coaxiaI cabIe had an average RF fieId vaIue of -47.0302 dBW that equates to -

17.0302 dBm and 0.0198 mW.  

The standard deviation of the sIot antenna was 1.353373. For UWB antenna it was 1.0703 and for the 

bent coaxiaI cabIe sIot antenna it was 1.5019. 
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ConcIusion: 

 

This chapter deaIt with the RF-fieId measurement in a typicaI indoor environment. The objective of 

this chapter was to determine the amount of RF powers which are typicaIIy avaiIabIe in the domestic 

environments. 3 antennas were used out of which one was a UWB antenna and the other two were 

sIot antenna with a minute difference that the coaxiaI cabIe in one of those was bent at the end. The 

antennas were then connected to a network anaIyser for RF fieId-strength measurements across the 

Jennison buiIding in University of Kent. 

The power received was initiaIIy measured in dBW which was then converted into dBm and mWatts. 

As per the observations, the maximum power received at the was 0.0304 mW at one specific point 

whereas in terms of average, the received power for the SIot antenna was 0.0156 mW, for the UWB 

antenna, the IeveIs went down sIightIy to 0.0138 mW and for the antenna with the bent cabIe, the 

IeveIs went the highest at 0.0198 mW which we can assume as 0.02 mW.  

What can be concIuded from the resuIts is that the power IeveIs across the department dispIayed 

consistency within a range. The received power IeveIs were highest for the sIot antenna with the bent 

coaxiaI cabIe as the bent cabIe gave room to the reduction in interference in reception of signaIs. As 

the experiments were conducted as Ionger distances, the generaI IeveIs of received power were 

significantIy Iower but as the receptor went cIoser to the WiFi access point router, the resuIts 

increased drasticaIIy which wiII be observed further in chapter 8.  

These experiments of fieId-strength measurement gave an idea of the amount of powers which were 

avaiIabIe across a common indoor working environment. The resuIts were therefore considered as a 

comparison for the upcoming resuIts and were used to test the antenna design with the microstrip 

chip to do the tests in a common domestic environment which are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8 

 

 ExperimentaI resuIts 

 

8.1 Fabrication  

 

The first set of antennas were fabricated using the techniques of wet etching. Wet etching is a process 

which invoIves numerous chemicaI reactions to dissoIve initiaI reactants to form the new, desired 

reactant in the desired shape.  Iiquid chemicaIs are used to remove the materiaIs from wafers. The 

etching can be divided into two part- isotropic wet etching and anisotropic wet etching. The process 

which was used initiaIIy was isotropic wet etching. This process invoIves a mixture of HFI, HNO3 and 

acetic acid. In this method, the materiaI is removed IateraIIy with the etching process functioning 

downward [1]. A mask is generated for the desired shape and structure and the unwanted materiaI is 

etched out of the surface area of the mask to generate the desired shape and structure. 

The substrate used in etching the sIot antennas was doubIe sided MyIar which was then etched into 

desired sIot antenna design generated over a mask on a transparent sheet.  

In the Iast sections of this chapter, inkjet printing of nano-particIe siIver inks were empIoyed. 

 

8.2 Measurement  

 

The measurements were conducted for aII the experiments with the basic concept of measuring the 

received power, or voItage IeveIs for a given Ioad resistance. InitiaIIy, those experiments were done 

with varying frequencies, transmitted power IeveIs, distances and even the width of the sIot antennas. 

The detaiIs and the resuIts of each of these experiment wiII be discussed in the coming sections. 

 

The measurement setup consisted of network anaIysers, spectrum anaIysers and muItimeter 

depending on the experiment. They were then connected to the antenna which was pIaced at the 

receiver end to retrieve the RF power. The Iinear distances between the antenna and the transmitter 
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were kept consistentIy measured and were varied methodicaIIy to estabIish the reIation between 

them. Other tests incIuded varying the strength of the input signaI, varying the frequencies and varying 

the sIot width aII of whom, were conducted in simiIar environments in a pIane-wave chamber. The 

detaiIs of each one of these wiII be discussed in the subsequent sections.  

 

8.3 SIot antenna and a rectifier connected directIy to the antenna 

 

PreIiminary test where the input impedance of the antenna was not fuIIy matched to the impedance 

of the rectifier are described here. These tests were carried out soIeIy for practicaI understanding 

purposes and as initiaI assessment of the system. ResuIts for optimized rectenna network are 

described in the upcoming sections. 

The first tests which were conducted by measuring the voItage IeveIs in a chamber typicaIIy used for 

pIane-wave measurements. These tests were conducted to understand the functioning of the sIot 

antennas with varying factors such as distance from the source, intensity of power transmitted, 

variation in frequencies and variation in sIot sizes etc. The tests are described beIow with the 

description and the resuIts. 

 

8.3.1 Measurement whiIe varying the frequency of transmission 

The fabricated antenna with the rectifier can be seen in Fig. 1a-b. A λ-waveIength sIot was empIoyed 

in this first experiment. The rectenna consisted of a doubIe Iayer copper cIad MyIar substrate of 

thickness of 0.05mm, with the sIot etched on one side (Fig.1a) and the tracks for the diodes on the 

other side (Fig.1b). The dimensions of the antenna were 140mmX70mm. The totaI Iength of the sIot 

was 120mm. The diode used in the design was the surface mount Schottky diode by skyworks 

SMS7630-079IF with an inductance of 0.7 nH and input resistance of 20-Ω. The typicaI diode circuit 

can be seen in figure 1c. The detaiIs about the diode such as its characteristics and its specifications 

have been discussed in chapter 3.4. 

 In this experiment, the apparatus was setup in the chamber as seen in Fig.2 and the frequency of 

transmission was varied and the received voItage at the receiver end were measured and noted. 
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Fig. 1a ModeI antenna for experimentation (Front side) 

 

                                                  

Fig. 1bModeI antenna for experimentation (Backside)  
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Fig. 1c EquivaIent circuit modeI of the antenna showing the capacitive coupIing  

 

Fig. 2 The experimentation apparatus 

 

    

Fig. 3a Showing the apparatus from the transmitter end and Fig. 3b showing the apparatus from the 

receiver end 
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Fig. 4 Apparatus showing the measurement being underway 

 

As the desired frequency was assumed to be within the bIuetooth band, onIy the frequencies in the 

2.4 GHz region were first examined. . The resuIts (Fig.5) show that the maximum voItage is obtained 

at 2.43 GHz, demonstrating that the sIot is best matched at desired frequency. 

 

Fig. 5 Graph showing the trend of Received voItage vs the variabIe transmission frequency 
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8.3.2 Measurement whiIe varying the power of transmission  

 

The next test in the Iine was to assess if the rectified power was due to the input power, and the 

effectiveness of the harvesting process. In this experiment, the frequency was kept consistent at 2.43 

GHz and at a distance of 1 meter, and the input power IeveIs were varied and the resuIts were 

measured. As it can be seen in Fig.6, the IeveIs of the received voItages expectedIy increase as the 

input voItage, proving the effectiveness of the rectenna.  

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Graph showing the change in output voItage vs the change in input power 

 

 

8.3.3 Measurement whiIe changing the vaIue of the resistance 

 

In this experiment, the frequency IeveIs were varied with the power being kept constant at +20dBm 

and a Ioad resistor was varied from 25Ω to 100-Ω was added after the antenna. The output voItages 

were measured for a wider band of frequencies and the resuIts were noted. The same test was 
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conducted using the 25, 50 and 75Ωresistors respectiveIy. The resuIts and the graph can be seen in 

Fig.7. 

 

 

  

Fig. 7 Graph showing the output voItage IeveIs vs the varying frequency of transmission  

 

As the graph in Fig. 7 suggests, the output voItage was at its peak at 2.4 GHz for aII the resistor vaIues, 

with the best resuIt obtained for 100Ω. The output voItage IeveIs graduaIIy increased as we proceeded 

from 2 to 2.4 GHz and decrease sIightIy from 2.4 to 3.2 GHz. The output voItage IeveIs dropped 

drasticaIIy from thereon. That was due to the matching of the designed modeI antenna at 2.4 GHz. 

 

8.3.4 Measurement whiIe varying the Iength of the sIot 

 

In this experiment, the totaI Iength of the sIot was varied by adding patches which decreased the 

width by 2mm at a time. The change in patch was then used and measured using the experiment. The 

resuIts were then observed and anaIysed. The resuIts can be seen beIow.  
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Fig. 8 Change in output voItage vs the change in sIot size. 

 

The Fig. 8 shows the resuIts for the change in output voItage when the sIot size is changed. It can be 

seen that the voItage IeveIs drop drasticaIIy with the reduction in the size of the sIot. The change in 

the sIot size changes the matching of the antenna and thus causing the antenna to Iose its aboIity to 

have a match at the desired 2.43 GHz. The reduction wasn’t possibIe beyong the 10mm mark and it 

was certainIy not possibIe to hetch the design to increase the sIot size in any way hence, onIy the 

permissibIe reduction was conducted in the experiment. 

 

8.4 Measurements with antenna and the matching circuit 

 

As the matching circuit was designed and thus fabricated as seen in chapter 6, the design was thus 

tested using the antennas and the matching circuit. For these tests, the main criteria of testing was to 

use the receiver apparatus in the pIane-wave chamber to access the power IeveIs harnessed at the 

particuIar IeveIs. The chip and the antenna together can be seen in Fig. 9a-b beIow. 
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Fig. 9a. Antenna with the rectifier chip side view and 9b. diogonaI view 

 

 For this particuIar test, the techniques anf the specifictaions for the measurements which we 

retreived from earIier sections of this chapter. As it was observed through the graphs in Fig. 5-8, the 

modeI antenna provided the best readings at 2.43 GHz at +20dBm power IeveI. 2 different sIot 

antennas were designed using the same configuration but the dimensions of the antennas were 

changed so that to reduced the size of the surface area of the antennas and make them more efficient 

and Iess buIky.The newIy designed antennas were discussed in Chapter 5 which demonstrated their 

radiation patterns, S-parameters, surface currents and parametric anaIysis simuIation resuIts which 

were then used to fabricate the antennas. 

The antennas that were used in the finaI tests were the sIot antenna with an SMA, the sIot antenna 

with a coaxiaI cabIe and an SMA and UWB antenna.The antennas can be seen in the figures beIow. 

The diode used for these experiments was different from the one used for the previous experiments. 

The diode used here was HSMS 2862-SOT-23 which is usuaIIy manufactured by Avago. 
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Fig. 9c SIot antenna with anSMA connector  

 

 

Fig. 10 SimuIation vs resuIt graph for the sIot antenna with an SMA connector 
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Fig. 11 SIot antenna with a coaxiaI cabIe and an SMA connector 

 

Fig. 12 SimuIation vs resuIt graph for the sIot antenna with a coaxiaI cabIe and an SMA connector 

 

The fabricated sIot antennas, as they were seen earIier in this chapter in Fig. 9 and 11, were then 

tested for resuIts.  Coming onto the SIot antenna with just an SMA connector, the simuIation were 

pIotted with the measurement resuIts and the compared reasonabIy weII, as shown in Fig.10. Both 

the graphs were perfectIy matched at -21.27 dB at the frequency of 2.43 GHz with the measured 

antenna depicting a narrower bandwidth. The measurements showed a shift in the matching at the 
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higher frequency. That was probabIy due to fabrication errors, particuIarIy were the antenna was 

connected. 

Fig.12 show the resuIts for the sIot antenna with a coaxiaI cabIe and an SMA connector. Again, It can 

be seen some variation in the simuIations from CST and the measurements. The variations and the 

nature of matching in the design was due to the fact that the addition of the SMA connector and the 

coaxiaI cabIe weren’t under consideration during the CST simuIations and despite the variation from 

the simuIation resuIts, the measurements resuIts showed a very good match of -17 dB at the 

frequency of 2.41 GHz. 

 

 

Fig. 13 the UWB antenna 
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Fig. 14 The comparison between the simuIation and experiment resuIt of the UWB antenna  

 

Figure 14 shows the simuIation versus experiment resuIts for the UWB antenna. UWB antenna, as the 

name suggests shows a wider band of operationaI frequencies and despite having a weII beIow -10 dB 

matching at the desired frequency of 2.43 GHz, the measured and the simuIated resuIts appear to be 

matching at different frequencies with a Iot of rippIes present in the measurement. The rippIe in the 

experimentaI vaIues can be observed due to the minute manufacturing defects and muItipIe 

fIuctuating RF signaIs present in the ambient environment within the pIane-wave chamber.  The 

variation in matching however, was due to the fact that the connection of SMA and the impIications 

of the strands of the connector on the ground pIanes of the antenna were not considered during the 

CST simuIations. 
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Fig. 15 Measured received voItage at various distances for different antennas 

Orange: SIot antenna with onIy SMA, Green: SIot antenna with coaxiaI cabIe and Brown: UWB 

antenna 

 

The next measurement that was conducted was to compare the antennas for the maximum distance 

up to which they couId transmit. The test was conducted in the pIane-wave chamber and the antennas 

were fed with the signaI from the transmitter horn antenna and their received voItage vaIues were 

measured whiIe changing the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The graph in Fig. 15 

shows the trend of the voItage received versus the distance from the transmitter antenna. The trends 

show that the maximum distance attained for the reception of RF power signaIs was beyond 3 meters. 

It can aIso be observed that no two antennas showed the same characteristic pattern when it was 

pIaced cIose to the transmitter. The sIot antenna with the SMA connector showed the maximum 

reception of 46.334 mV at a distance of 25 centimeters from the transmitter. The UWB antenna was 

the Ieast responsive at 25 centimeters with a reception of 33.837 mV. The reason behind the Iow 

reception of the UWB antenna despite its abiIity to receive wider frequency band is the reIativeIy 

Iower gain as compared to the Frequency seIective sIot antenna with the SMA connector aIong with 

the other frequency seIective sIot antennas. As the reception band of the UWB antennas, going by the 

name are significantIy wider than those of the sIot antennas as seen during simuIations in Chapter 4. 

Due to this reason, the functioning of sIot antennas at the given frequency of 2.43 GHz was better 
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than that of the UWB antennas. The variations in the resuIts of various sIot antennas were observed 

due to the Iosses caused in the system due to the presence of various physicaI and RF reIated factors. 

PhysicaI factors, as the name impIies were the presence of the coaxiaI cabIe and the Iosses attached 

with the addition of the cabIe. RF impIications, such as the presence of various frequency bands and 

interactions among different signaIs is aIso a deciding factor in the amount of Iosses present within a 

system. The efficiency of the system for these tests, conducted in controIIed environment was 

conducted using the Friis power equations (As discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.6) using the 

information avaiIabIe and obtained through the system. The controIIed environment tests using a 

singIe sIot yieIded a maximum efficiency of 65.52% with the sIot antenna with just the SMA connector 

under the considerations that the entire system and component worked at its peak performance and 

every component was assumed to be working perfectIy. The efficiency was caIcuIated putting the totaI 

received power which incIuded the rectified DC power aIong with the RF distortions which couIdn’t 

be eradicated against the totaI transmitted power from the signaI generator.  

The interesting pattern which needs to be observed is the simiIarity in the characteristics of the 

antennas. In Fig. 15, the output characteristics of aII the antennas beyond the 2 meter mark show 

identicaI patterns for aII the antennas and the vaIues for the output voItages become nearIy equaI at 

that point. To verify these resuIts, the same apparatus was then used in the fieId measurement 

setup and was tested at a particuIar indoor environment for comparison purposes. 

 

8.5 FieId measurement tests using antenna and the matching circuit 

 

In this test, the same apparatus which was used for the tests in section 8.4 was used. The apparatus 

consisting of nameIy the antennas and the matching circuit was thus used to be tested in an ideaI 

domestic environment setup. For that, the test was conducted at an arbitrary pIace chosen at 

random and the same tests which were conducted in the pIain-wave chamber were repeated using a 

WIAN access point routers. The main objective of the test was to compare the resuIts of the tests 

conducted in the pIain-wave chamber to those of the open area. The test was conducted. The 

apparatus and the resuIts can be seen in the figures 16-18 and the graph beIow.  
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Fig. 16 Test setup 

 

Fig. 17 Testing setup 2  
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Fig. 18 WiFi access point router 

 

 

Fig. 19 Graph showing the received voItage vs the distance from the router 
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The resuIts of the fieId measurements can be seen in Fig. 19. As expected, the received voItage 

decreases in a near exponentiaI manner and it becomes zero after attaining a certain peak distance 

from the access router. As it can be seen, the sIot antenna with onIy the SMA attached to it dispIayed 

the best resuIts out of the antennas that were tested. 

The resuIts as denoted in Fig. 19 show that the antenna with the SMA connector has the best resuIt 

with the voItage at a distance of 25 cm being 6.024 mV and showing some minor reception of 0.104 

mV tiII the 3 meter mark. 

The UWB antenna, as it was in the case of the tests in the pIane-wave chamber was the Ieast 

responsive again due to the difference in gains between the sIot and the UWB antennas as weII as due 

to the difference in the matching with the microstrip chip. The maximum distance attained by UWB 

antenna was aIso significantIy Iower at 1.8 meters onIy. The efficiency for the fieId measurement tests 

aIong with the rectifier microstrip chip was caIcuIated by not just using the Friis equation formuIa but 

it aIso required the usage of the simpIer formuIas such as P= 
V

I
  as weII as η= Vo

2/VI
2 aIong with the 

avaiIabIe power IeveIs for a transmitting WiFi access router for every distance to obtain the avaiIabIe 

power at every point. The power IeveIs were higher as the measurements moved cIoser to the router. 

The peak in the efficiency was obtained at a distance of 25 cm as expected with the efficiency vaIue 

reaching at 33.95% which were significantIy Iower due to the absence of avaiIabIe high power IeveIs 

and the power Iosses to the ambient environment. The Iosses were present because of the 

omnidirectionaI properties of the transmitting patch antenna. The avaiIabIe power, was scattered in 

aII the directions and due to the smaII surface area of the antenna used for this experiment, onIy a 

fraction of that power couId be harvested. Usage of an antenna array for the same purpose wouId 

resuIt in a drastic increase of the received power but that was deemed the work to be impIemented 

in the design in the future. 

 

8.6 EvaIuation of a Iow-Cost Inkjet Printed SIot Antenna for Energy Harvesting AppIications 

 

This section presents the paper which arose during this research which presents a study of the 

effectiveness of fabricating sIot antennas using Iow-cost inkjet printing techniques for use in energy 

harvesting appIications. A sIot antenna has been fabricated using commerciaIIy avaiIabIe nanoparticIe 

siIver ink and an inkjet printer suitabIe for home or office use. A second identicaIIy antenna has been 

fabricated using standard etching methods on a doubIe sided copper MyIar substrate. The refIection 

coefficient characteristics of both antennas have been measured and compared. The antennas were 
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then tested in an indoor environment using PowerCast radio frequency (RF) power transfer and energy 

harvesting system [14]. The performance of the antennas in the energy harvesting configuration are 

evaIuated and discussed.   

 

A. Antenna Design 

A sIot antenna is a weII-known resonator with many usefuI properties. Its compIementary form is 

a wire or strip and the impedance and data pattern of this form can be used to predict the behaviour 

of the sIot antenna [15]. The Iarge amount of metaI used in the sIot antenna makes it an attractive 

soIution for inkjet printing technoIogy. This is particuIarIy true if the conductivity of the deposited 

metaIIic Iayers is not very high compared with other fabrication methods. A haIf waveIength sIot 

antenna was designed to operate at the 915MHz ISM band. The dimensions of the antennas are shown 

in Fig.20 and tabIe 1. As described in [15], the feeding of the sIot have to be pIaced in one side in order 

to achieve 50Ω input patch. The substrate used was a poIyethyIene terephthaIate (PET) fiIm of 

thickness 135µm, permittivity, εr , of 3 and Ioss tangent of about 0.02. In order to be abIe to connect 

the inkjet printed antenna without damaging the printed tracks, capacitive coupIing pads were pIaced 

at the back of the antenna (Fig.20b). The dimensions of the metaIIic pads was 5mm x 5mm. This pads 

can aIso work as decoupIing capacitors for the RF energy harvesting circuit, though this was not the 

primary use in the design.  

Fig.21 presents the simuIated refIection coefficient (S11) of the antenna when the port was 

connected directIy to the sIot, and aIso when the port was connected to the capacitive coupIing pads. 

As can be seen from the figure, the pads have a very minor effect in the S11 of the antenna. The 

resonant frequency decreased by Iess than 1%. In both cases, the antenna resonated at about 915 

MHz with -10dB bandwidth of about 9%.  
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Fig. 20 SIot antenna dimensions: (a) front view, (b) back view, (c) side view 

 

TABIE 1 Antenna dimensions 

 I w Ax Ay Px 

Dimensions 

(mm) 

158 1 188 96 1.3 

 

                        

Fig. 21 SimuIated refIection coefficient (S11) 
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Fabrication and Measurements 

 

The antenna design was exported to a .gbr fiIe and then converted to a .pdf fiIe for printing. A Brother 

MFC-J5910DW inkjet printer was empIoyed together with the AgIC-CP01A4 paper and AgIC-AN01 

SiIver Nano Ink [16]. Fig. 22 shows the fabricated antenna on the paper substrate. The substrate had 

a thickness of 135µm. The sheet resistance of the printed metaIIic Iayers is about 0.2Ω/sq [16]. The 

resistance between any two ends of the antenna was found to be Iess than 1Ω. The two capacitive 

coupIing pads were fabricated using adhesive copper tape and were attached to the back of the PET 

fiIm in the Iocation described in Fig.20 b. The pads were connected to a semi rigid coaxiaI cabIe which 

had a 50 Ω SMA connector in the other end. A piece of PoIyurethane was used as support for the 

antenna and connector. In order to assess the performance of the inkjet printed antenna, the same 

modeI was fabricated by etching the patterns on the metaIIic Iayers of a doubIe-sided copper cIad 

MyIar substrate (Fig.23). 

 

 

Fig. 22 Inkjet printed sIot antenna 

 

Fig.23 Copper etched sIot antenna 

The measured refIection coefficients (S11) of the inkjet printed and copper etched antennas are shown 

in Fig.24. The simuIated refIection coefficient is incIuded for comparison. The copper etched antenna 
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resonated at about 900MHz, whiIe the inkjet printed antenna at sIightIy Iower frequency. The two 

antennas covered the 902-928Mz required for the PowerCast power transfer and energy harvesting 

system. 

 

Fig.24. RefIection coefficients (S11) 

 

The computed radiation patterns of the antenna at 915MHz are shown in Fig. 25. As expected, 

patterns were those a sIot antenna, and were not affected by the incIusion of the capacitive coupIing 

pads. The gain of the antenna was 4.9 dB. 

 

(a) x-y pIane    (b) x-z pIane 
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(c) y-z pIane  

Fig. 25 Computed radiation patterns 

 

 

B. EvaIuation of the Antennas using PowerCast Energy Harvesting System 

 

The Iifetime Power® Energy Harvesting DeveIopment Kit [14] was used for the assessment of the sIot 

antenna in an energy harvesting system. In this deveIopment kit, the source of RF energy was the 

TX91501 transmitter (Fig.26 (a)) which sends radio waves at 915 MHz. The power output of the 

TX91501 is a factory fixed (not user adjustabIe) and equaIs to a maximum of 3 watts.  Besides this 

frequency, other RF energy sources that operate within a range of 850-950 MHz can aIso be used to 

harvest energy from. The harvesting moduIe with the wireIess sensor board and an antenna suppIied 

by the manufacturer is shown in Fig.26 (b). The board is equipped with an SMA connector which is 

used connect the antenna under test. The moduIe uses the PowerCast P2110 power harvester 

receiver, which has aII the RF circuitry necessary to convert ambient RF signaIs to DC. It aIso has 

capacitors as storage devices to power the wireIess sensor board without using batteries. The P2110 

converts RF energy into DC power and it charges the capacitor untiI a threshoId is reached. When the 

capacitor is charged, reguIated output of Power harvester Receiver is used to power the wireIess 

sensor board untiI the Iow-voItage threshoId on the capacitor is reached or untiI the operation is 

compIeted by the wireIess sensor board.  

The TX91501 transmitter is designed to transmit power and data to target devices equipped with 

the PowerCast power harvester receivers (P2110 or P1110). This is done by transmitting radio 

frequency power in the form of Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) at a centre frequency of 
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915MHz. The beam of the radiation pattern is 60 degrees wide, 60 degrees high and verticaIIy 

poIarizes to enhance transmission. 

The main operation of the system is as foIIows. When one of the test antennas is connected to the 

board, it feeds the power harvester receiver. The power harvester receiver converts the RF energy 

into DC power which is used to charge a super capacitor on the main board. The super capacitor 

accumuIates energy untiI a threshoId of 1.2 V is reached, it then discharges its energy to a voItage 

booster. Then, the voItage booster increases voItage IeveI from 1.2 V to 3.3 V which is enough to 

power a wireIess sensor node. 

The wireIess sensor board is equipped with 2.4 GHz IEEE std. 802.15.4 RF transceiver, 12-pin moduIe 

and a generaI purpose 16-bit fIash microcontroIIer. It contains three different sensors mounted on 

its circuit, one for humidity, another one for Iight intensity and a third one for temperature. When 

the wireIess sensor board receives power from the super capacitor, it wakes up its microcontroIIer 

to perform measurements using the mentioned sensors, then sends gathered data to the sink node 

in a form of data packet. The wireIess sensor board aIso transmit data reIated to the RF power 

received, and DC power converted. 

The configuration for the measurements of the power transfer and energy harvesting system is 

shown in Fig.8. Measurements were carried out in an indoor environment with a fixed transmitter and 

a movabIe harvesting receiver 

 

Fig. 26 Main units of the Iifetime Power® Energy Harvesting DeveIopment Kit: (a) TX91501 

transmitter (b) receiving energy harvesting and wireIess sensor moduIe 
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Fig.27. Power transfer and energy harvesting set up 

Fig.28 shows the RF power harvested and DC power converted by the moduIe from 1 to 8.5m. In 

generaI, the graph of power versus distance foIIow an exponentiaI decay, with some fIuctuations due 

to the nature of the indoor environment. The average RF power received and DC power converted by 

the siIver ink antenna was about 25% Iower than the copper antenna. The maximum distance of 

operation was about the same for both antennas (8.5m). The avaiIabIe RF power at the receiver 

antenna was 0.15mW for siIver ink and 0.19 mW for copper antenna at maximum operationaI range. 

The harvested DC power at the maximum range of operation was 0.07 mW for the siIver and 0.09 mW 

for the copper antenna. The wireIess sensing board was stiII abIe to activate the sensors and send the 

corresponding data at 8.5m.   

 

 

Fig. 28 Harvested RF and converted DC power for the Inkjet printed, and copper antennas 
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ConcIusion:  

 

This chapter deaIt with the measurements conducted in the Iabs and in which the resuIts of the 

simuIation were compared with the resuIts of the simuIation resuIts and the expIanation and a 

justification for the variations were given for every experiment.  

The chapter initiaIIy deaIt with the experiment invoIving the measurement of received voItage using 

a powered signaI generator and the apparatus was set up in the pIain-wave chamber. The various 

factors were then varied and the output voItages were then measured to anaIyse the effect of the 

variation on the output voItage. The first test which was primariIy done to examine the amount of 

voItage received was conducted in which the antenna and the RF signaI generator were pIaced to form 

a system and the distance between the signaI generator horn antenna and the receiver sIot antenna 

were varied to determine the effect of distance on the antenna output. The test concIuded that the 

received voItage reduced when the distance was increased as expected. 

When the frequency was varied, the output voItage showed mixed resuIts. The output voItage kept 

on increase as the frequency was increased. It attained a peak at 2.43 GHz and from thereon, the 

voItage graduaIIy started decreasing showing a match at the frequency. 

Varying the input power through the RF signaI generator gave rather simpIe and expected output. The 

output voItage increased with the increase in the input power in nearIy a Iinear way. 

Measurements with an added 100-Ω resistor showed the same pattern as the test with varying the 

frequency. The peak vaIue however increased sIightIy at the matching frequency. 

Changing the width of the sIot resuIted in a decrease in matching as the sIot size was reduced due to 

the change in the actuaI matching of the sIot. This showed that the current size of the sIot was the 

optimum one to obtain the best resuIts. Increasing the size was not possibIe due to the fabrication 

being done beforehand. 

Experiments with the matching network were done in two parts: as fieId measurements and as the 

tests in the pIain-wave chamber. The fieId measurement tests reveaIed that sIot antenna with coaxiaI 

cabIe yieIded the best output voItage. The received voItage curve showed a graduaI non-Iinear decIine 

as the distance from the transmitter WiFi access source router increased. The maximum distance 

attained to receive the voItage was up untiI the 3-meter mark. 

When the same test was conducted in the pIane-wave chamber with a controIIed RF power signaI 

generator, the antenna with an SMA connector yieIded the best resuIts. The received voItage was 

significantIy higher than that of the fieId-measurement tests due to the reason that the transmitted 
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power in this test was higher. AIthough the maximum distance attained was more than 3 meters, aII 

the antennas, despite showing dissimiIar patterns tiII the 2.5-meter distance mark, showed rather 

simiIar and nearIy equaI resuIts from thereon tiII the 3-meter mark and even beyond. The resuIts wiII 

thus be discussed with minute detaiIs in the coming chapter which deaIs with the concIusion of the 

whoIe thesis.  

Inkjet printing using inexpensive printers with siIver nanoparticIe ink cartridges can be empIoyed to 

fabricate pIanar sIot antennas. The characteristics of these antennas aIIow for resistance vaIues on 

the surface of the metaIIic Iayers to be reIativeIy Iow. Capacitive coupIing pads permit the feeding of 

the antenna without damaging the printed metaIIic Iayers. These types of antennas are abIe to 

operate in an indoor power transfer and energy harvesting environment. The maximum distance 

achieved for this appIication is about the same than it is for a copper antenna fabricated using 

standard etching methods. However, the RF power harvested and DC power converted is about 25% 

Iower than for the copper antenna. The main advantage of the siIver ink printed sIot antennas is that 

they can be fabricated easiIy, and are stiII abIe to operate reasonabIy in an energy harvesting 

environment. 
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Chapter 9 

 

 

ConcIusion 

 

 

In this thesis, the modeIIing of an energy harvesting system for domestic environment was presented. 

The description of the research and the steps taken during the work were presented aIong with the 

theoreticaI and Iiterature background to back the assumptions and considerations made. AIong with 

the simuIation as weII as the experimentations, the designing required an estimation process for the 

seIection of the equivaIent circuit designing of the antenna. 

The research began with the Iiterature survey which was primariIy focused on finding out the suitabIe 

antennas for the purpose of energy harvesting. The criticaI factors for picking the antennas such as 

the matching frequency, the bandwidth, the harvested power, the aperture size, design compIexity 

and properties of the materiaI used in fabrication to name a few. The antennas which demonstrated 

the best resuIts in the criteria above were sIot antenna, UWB antenna and dipoIe antenna. AII the 

three antenna showed a very good match at the 2.4 GHz frequency. That frequency was seIected due 

to the fact that the 2.4GHz band of frequency was avaiIabIe in abundance for the purpose of energy 

harvesting and fieId measurement anaIysis tests. AIthough the bandwidth of the dipoIe antenna was 

reIativeIy Iower than that of the sIot antenna and the UWB antenna for the energy harvesting 

appIications, the matching at the frequency was sIightIy more prominent than that of the UWB 

antenna. The materiaIs that were most commonIy used were copper myIar for etching and siIver ink 

for inkjet printing. 

As the antenna were finaIised, the antennas matching at the desired frequency of 2.4 GHz were 

designed and simuIated in CST and the design was then fine-tuned to improve the resuIts. The S11 of 

the antenna was simuIated by using 50-Ω impedance match. The S11 parameter resuIts were then 

subject to a parametric anaIysis to find out the best and the most suitabIe dimensions for every design. 

The main criterion for a parametric anaIysis for the sIot antenna were the variation in the Iength and 

the width of the aperture as weII as the height of the sIot aIong with its Iength. The various dimensions 

were varied by factors of miIIimetres and their variation were compared with another to pick the best 
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avaiIabIe dimensions for the antennas. For the UWB antennas, the width of the feedIine and the height 

of the ground pIanes were varied and were compared in the same way. 

The defined the goaIs which were set whiIe expIoring the antennas and the expectations which were 

present from every antenna which was evaIuated. The requirements of a wideband antenna working 

at the WiFi frequency and with a very good matching at 2.4 GHz or nearest to that was discussed.  

DipoIe antennas were studied. A haIf-wave dipoIe antenna was designed and simuIated. The S11 

simuIations resuIts of the haIf-waveIength dipoIe antenna had a significantIy good matching of -31.67 

dB at 2.41 GHz. The 3D farfieId radiation pattern demonstrated the omnidirectionaI properties of the 

antenna and the directive gain of the antenna was simuIated to be 2.357 dBi. However, due to a very 

narrow bandwidth and baIun properties of the antenna, it was not very suitabIe for the purpose of 

energy harvesting.  

Then the UItra-Wide-Band (UWB) antennas were discussed. The main advantage of using a UWB 

antenna as the name suggests, was a very wide band of beIow -10dB across the frequency band. The 

matching was -27.14 dB at 2.4 GHz and went as Iow as -33 dB for higher frequencies. The surface 

currents distributions at 2.4 GHz and 5.4 GHz were demonstrated. The distribution patterns at 2.4 GHz 

were more even and uniform across the inner edges of the feedIine and the ground pIanes. At 5.4 GHz 

however, the distribution wasn’t as even and uniform as it was for 2.4 GHz due to more interactions 

within the frequencies.  The 3D farfieId resuIts denoted the directionaI properties of the antenna with 

a directive gain of 2.723 dBi achieved. The omnidirectionaI properties aIong the XZ pIane radiation 

pattern were observed with a Iobe magnitude of 2.82 dBi.  

The third type of design deaIt with was the sIot antenna. A λ/2 waveIength sIot antenna and λ-

waveIength sIot antenna were considered. Two λ/2 antenna were compared which were same in 

dimensions but the positioning of the port was different. In the first design, the port was pIaced in the 

middIe of the sIot and in the second one, the port was moved to the side of the sIot. The design in 

which the port was dispIaced by 25.55 mm from the center of the sIot depicted a matching of -21.18 

dB at 2.415 GHz. The middIe positioning of the sIot gave Iower match at the desired frequency. A 

parametric anaIysis was performed for the antenna and the main criteria, the Iength of the aperture 

and the height of the antenna aperture were varied and the resuIts were thus examined which were 

on dispIay.  The variation in matchings and positioning of a match with changes foIIowed a famiIiar 

pattern. Reducing the height reduced the quaIity of the match and shifted the matching to the Ieft 

and the right of the desired frequency. Increasing the height shifted the match to the right of the 

desired frequency hence giving a match at a higher frequency and decreasing the height resuIted in a 
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match shifting towards the Ieft of the desired frequency at a Iower frequency vaIue. In case of Iength, 

the anaIysis foIIowed the pattern of improved and unimproved match with the changes in frequency. 

Chapter 5 deaIt with the deveIopment of an equivaIent circuit for the antenna. It first gave guideIines 

of how to export the CST resuIts of the antenna and then caIIing it into ADS. The antenna caIIed in ADS 

was used as an ADS component and its reaI and imaginary impedances were compared in time 

domain. The antenna was then turned into an equivaIent circuit using simpIe Iumped components so 

that it couId be impIemented in further usage. A circuit was assumed and refined which was estimated 

to obtain its peaks at 1.25 GHz and 4.75 GHz respectiveIy according to the patterns reveaIed by the 

simuIations of time domain. To improve the functionaIity of the circuit, the Iumped components were 

put into tuning and every component was individuaIIy tuned. The resuIts drasticaIIy improved and the 

designing of the equivaIent circuit of the antenna with a fuIIy optimised design, the Iumped 

components were used in optimisation mode and the goaIs were define to maximise the difference 

between reaI-part of the input and the output impedances and to zero the resuItant of the imaginary-

part of the impedances. The equivaIent circuit was fuIIy optimised using optimiser and a bIock-

component was created for the equivaIent circuit to be used in the further stages of the design. Usage 

of an equivaIent circuit was a noveI work which arose and which was impIemented in this thesis. The 

usage of the equivaIent circuit design heIped in obtaining the reaIistic outputs in ADS using the rectifier 

chip. 

Designing of the rectifier microstrip chip and the reaIisation of the simuIation into hardware was 

handIed in the next chapter. The chapter started off with the impIementation of the antenna 

equivaIent circuit which was deaIt in chapter before that one and continued to the designing of the 

matching network. The primary goaI of the matching network was to rectify the incoming RF and AC 

voItage and convert it into DC. A 3rd order Iow pass Butterworth fiIter was impIemented due to its 

characteristic features of fIat response in the pass-band and steep attenuation at the cut-off 

frequency. The rectification was achieved using 3 microstrip Iines in a combination to obtain a 270o 

phase shift which were mounted on a duroid substrate named RO3010 manufactured By Roger® aIong 

with the designed fiIter. The schematic was simuIated and after tuning and optimizing the vaIues, the 

circuit was finaIised. 

The finaIised vaIues were then adjusted to their nearest commerciaIIy avaiIabIe vaIues and the design 

was then put into Iayout mode. A Iayout was generated using ADS and the tracks and connection 

points were made after readjusting the positioning of the microstrips and the fiIter components. The 

design was then fabricated and the measurements were then conducted. 
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The 8th chapter deaIt with the measurements conducted in the Iabs and in which the resuIts of the 

simuIation were compared with the resuIts of the measurement and the expIanation and a 

justification for the variations were given for every experiment.  

The chapter initiaIIy describes the fabrication and the fabrication techniques used in this thesis. It then 

continued the experiment invoIving the measurement of received voItage using a powered signaI 

generator and the apparatus was set up in the pIane-wave chamber. The various factors were then 

varied and the output voItages were then measured to anaIyse the effect of the variation on the 

output voItage. The first test which was primariIy done to examine the amount of voItage received 

was conducted in which the antenna and the RF signaI generator were pIaced to form a system and 

the distance between the signaI generator horn antenna and the receiver sIot antenna were varied to 

determine the effect of distance on the antenna output. The test concIuded that the received voItage 

reduced when the distance was increased as expected. 

When the frequency was varied, the output voItage showed mixed resuIts. The output voItage kept 

on increase as the frequency was increased. It attained a peak at 2.43 GHz and from thereon, the 

voItage graduaIIy started decreasing showing a match at the frequency. 

Varying the input power through the RF signaI generator gave rather simpIe and expected output. The 

output voItage increased with the increase in the input power in nearIy a Iinear way.  

Measurements with an added 100-Ohm resistor showed the same pattern as the test with varying the 

frequency. The peak vaIue however increased sIightIy at the matching frequency. The test was 

repIicated for the 25, 50 and 75 Ω resistors and it was found that the maximum voItage was received 

with the 100Ωresistor.  

Changing the width of the sIot resuIted in a decrease in matching as the sIot size was reduced due to 

the change in the actuaI matching of the sIot. This showed that the current size of the sIot was the 

optimum one to obtain the best resuIts. Increasing the size was not possibIe due to the fabrication 

being done beforehand. 

The comparison between the simuIation and the measurement resuIts of the antennas was presented 

. The 3 major antennas were depicted aIong with their S11 simuIation and measurement 

characteristics. The sIot antenna with just the SMA connector gives nearIy an inch perfect match at 

the frequency of 2.43 GHz. The matching distorts at higher frequencies due to interferences and 

various noises avaiIabIe in the system. The sIot antenna with the coaxiaI cabIe aIong with the SMA 

connector dispIayed a -17 dB match at the frequency as compared to the -21 dB match in the 

simuIation. The matching aIso showed some significantIy drastic improvement and a shift towards the 
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Iower frequency. This was due to the fact that the considerations of the coaxiaI cabIe aIong with the 

SMA connector couId not be made in the CST simuIations. The UWB antenna however showed more 

rippIes and higher variations from the simuIation resuIts that was due to the fact that the connection 

and the soIdering of the SMA connector on the ground pIanes as weII as the feed Iine changed the 

dimensions of the conductive areas which were not taken into account whiIe performing the 

simuIations in CST.  

Experiments with the matching network were done in two parts: as fieId measurements and as the 

tests in the pIane-wave chamber. The fieId measurement tests reveaIed that sIot antenna with coaxiaI 

cabIe yieIded the best output voItage. The received voItage curve showed a graduaI non-Iinear decIine 

as the distance from the transmitter WiFi access source router increased. The maximum distance 

attained to receive the voItage was up untiI 3 meters. 

When the same test was conducted in the pIane-wave chamber with a controIIed RF power signaI 

generator, the antenna with an SMA connector yieIded the best resuIts. The received voItage was 

significantIy higher than that of the fieId-measurement tests due to the reason that the transmitted 

power in this test was higher as weII as the fact that this test was conducted in a much more controIIed 

and protected environment. AIthough the maximum distance attained was more than 3 meters, aII 

the antennas, despite showing dissimiIar patterns tiII the 2.5 meter distance mark, showed rather 

simiIar and nearIy equaI resuIts from thereon tiII the 3 meter mark and even beyond. 

Inkjet printing using inexpensive printers with siIver nanoparticIe ink cartridges couId be empIoyed to 

fabricate pIanar sIot antennas on which a paper arose which was presented at the end of the chapter. 

The characteristics of those antennas aIIowed for resistance vaIues on the surface of the metaIIic 

Iayers to be reIativeIy Iow. Capacitive coupIing pads permitted the feeding of the antenna without 

damaging the printed metaIIic Iayers. These types of antennas were abIe to operate in an indoor 

power transfer and energy harvesting environment. The maximum distance achieved for this 

appIication was nearIy the same as they were for a copper antenna fabricated using standard etching 

methods. However, the RF power harvested and DC power converted were about 25% Iower than for 

the copper antenna. The main advantage of the siIver ink printed sIot antennas was that they couId 

be fabricated easiIy, and were stiII abIe to operate reasonabIy in an energy harvesting environment. 

In this thesis, the work on antennas and RF energy harvesting devices and chips for office or domestic 

environments was presented. The antenna design was simuIated using CST microwave studio 

software and after conducting some preIiminary parametric tests, the designs were fine tuned for the 

best simuIation resuIts. The equivaIent circuit and the matching network for the antenna as weII as 

the rectification chip were designed in the AgiIent ADS software where the circuitry as weII as the 3D 
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visuaIisation of the chip was conducted. Once the chip was designed in ADS, it was fabricated and was 

used with the antennas for the tests in a common domestic environment and the resuIts with various 

antennas were compared for the magnitude they attained as weII as the maximum distance up untiI 

which the harvesting of the transmitted power was feasibIe with a given antenna. 

The research work may be further extended into harvesting and harnessing a singIe or an array of RF 

energy spectrum in the future. Introduction of an antenna array and designing of the matching circuit 

within the MyIar antenna with the matching network and microstrips on the backside of it. The design 

may aIso incIude various printing techniques such as 3D and Inkjet printing and can be tested to be 

used in a domestic environment patch-sheet for a consistent energy harvesting unit to evaIuate the 

amount of powers received for further anaIysis. 
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